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Abstract 
A study group consisting of math, science and special education teachers sought out to 
explore research based practices on the impact that the integration of science and math 
has on student success. The study reflects the process that the group used to achieve 
integration and the results that they found. Some of the achievements made by the study 
group was the creation of a tool that served as a guide to making connections in both 
content ar~as which was the result of the working relationship formed that fostered the 
creation of tv.ro integrated lessons and would have an impact on future collaborative 
efforts of integration. They found that by applying process integration through 
investigation based lessons that students developed deeper understanding of the contents 
and that this approach improved student engagement as observed during the two 
integrated lessons. The conclusion was that in order to successfully integrate content 
areas a strong sense of collaboration must exist, and all participants must be committed to 
both the time and effort it takes to develop this working relationship. 
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As a 7th grade mathematics teacher and an MST graduate student at St. 
John Fisher College, there have been several opportunities to identify the potential value 
of integrating the New York State math and science curricula within the classroom. It is 
clear in the New York State Standards that students should understand the relationships 
between these content areas and be able to apply concepts from each curriculum to real 
world based problems. Research indicates that this is a national and perhaps global 
reform movement in the fields of mathematics and science. 
For this study, a study group was created consisting of 7th grade mathematics, 
science and special education teachers to further explore research based practices on 
integrating mathematics and science in the classroom. The primary objective of the study 
was to enhance student learning through integrated mathematics and science activities. 
The research conducted for the study was partly a collaborative effort of the study 
group, action research as a result of work produced through the study group, and research 
based on scholarly journals. The study group participants met approximately once a 
month to identify connections that could be made in the science and mathematics 
curriculum as mandated by the district and identified opportunities to integrate the 
curriculum during the school year based on the most current timelines as mandated by the 
district. 
The general feeling was that using research based practices and keeping up with 
current teaching reforms and trends would ultimately result in increased student learning. 
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Literature Review 
What is the history of integration in education? How is integration defined in 
education? What research and support exists on integrating science and mathematics 
curriculum? What types of collaboration need to occur for the integration of two 
curriculums to occur? How accessible is the integration of science and mathematics in 
schools today and what types of obstacles are found when attempting the integration of 
two sets of curriculum? These are all questions that seem to be coming up quite 
frequently in the fields of mathematics and science education. This literature review is 
based on a series of literature that uncovers a wide range of research that addresses these 
commonly asked questions about using mathematics and science integration as a way to 
support student learning. 
History of Education 
It is believed that the integration of mathematics and science can be traced back to 
the beginning of the twentieth century as noted by Isaacs, Wagreich, and Gartzman 
(1997). Isaacs et al. stated that, "Eliakim Hastings Moore, John Dewey, and others called 
for school mathematics and science to be more practical and concrete" (p. 179). They 
also noted that a unified mathematics course was created that used problems from both 
science and everyday life. "The oldest professional organization in the country for 
mathematics and science teachers, the School Science and Mathematics Association, was 
founded in Chicago in 1901" (lsaacs et al., 1997, p. 180). This is the same year in which 
"John Perry called for a laboratory approach to the teaching of mathematics, decrying the 
practice of "teaching boys elementary mathematics" (Roebuck, Warden, 1998, p. 328). 
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Although there has been an ongoing desire for integrated mathematics and science 
since the beginning of the twentieth century, the separation of content strands is now 
typical of school curriculum as one moves up in school (Huntley, 1999). Huntley noted 
that mathematics and science were taught two hundred years ago under the title natural 
science. Huntley (1999) explained that as knowledge has exponentially grown in these 
fields, that it was difficult to keep up with more than a small sub area of a fie ld and 
therefore we now cater to a fragmented education into a series of different fields-
mathematics, physics, chemistry, and biology to name a few. The research suggested that 
currently there seems to be a great amount of support for integrating the teaching and 
Jeaming of both mathematics and science, however there exists little current empirical 
research and experimentation that supports whether or not integrated mathematics and 
science is the most effective method of developing a deep sense of understanding in both 
fields. (Huntley, 1999) 
What Does Integration Mean? 
It was noted throughout the literature for this review that integration means 
different things to different people. Czerniak, Sandmann, Weber, and Ahem mention the 
variety of terms used to describe integration: " . .. interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary, 
transdisciplinary, thematic, integrated, connected, nested, sequenced, shared, webbed, 
threaded, immersed, networked, blended, unified, coordinated, and fused" (1999, p. 422). 
This section will discuss the common themes and attempts to define what integration 
means and explore what other methods are being used in an attempt to achieve similar 
goals? 
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Czerniak et al. (1 999) cited Lederman and Niess' (1997) as suggesting that the 
confusion made about integration is due to educators use of the terms integrated, 
interdisciplinary, and thematic as if they meant the same thing. Lederman and Margaret 
(1997) also note that these should be used to identify very different curriculum and 
instructional models. The general feeling was that the differences have significant 
implications for what students learn in the classroom (Lederman & Niess, 1997). It was 
the view of Czerniak et al. ( 1997) that integration was a combination of science and 
mathematics such that one could walk into a course taught in this way and not be able to 
recognize if it was a science course or a mathematics course. Lederman and Niess (1 997) 
agreed by referring to integration as" ... a combined or undivided whole," such that 
" ... the specific components of the integrated whole are not clearly visible or discernible" 
(p. 57). However, interdisciplinary is viewed as connections being made between the 
two subjects while the subjects are taught separately (Czerniak et al., 1997). "The term 
interdisciplinary stems from the Latin preposition inter, meaning between or among 
things or parts" (Lederman & Niess, 1997, p. 57), such that the differences are 
accommodated to while connections are made between the two subject areas. Lastly, the 
term Lhematic, is referred to as being a unifying topic used to teach mathematics and 
science (Czerniak et al., 1997). Similarly, Isaacs et al. (1997) suggested that integration 
can be presented through thematic units to organize the learning experiences around a 
central theme or topic. Lederman and Niess described Thematic as pertaining to unifying 
themes among subjects which serve as 'overarching' topics (1997). 
One author Beane ( 1 996) attempted to define integration as having four primary 
characteristics. Briefly these characteristics were the organization of the curriculum 
around real world issues, the use of pertinent knowledge in the context of topic, the use of 
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knowledge that is used to study a current problem opposed to for testing reasons, and that 
projects and activities for integration are to be used to apply the learned knowledge and 
problem solving concepts (Czerniak et al., 1999, p. 422). 
Another attempt at defining integration was made at a more recent conference for 
the integration of mathematics and science that was held in April 1991 at the Wingspread 
center in Racine, Wisconsin (Isaacs et al., 1997). Some definitions of integration 
proposed at the conference suggested ' ... was that ( 1) ' integration infuses mathematical 
methods in science and scientific methods into mathematics' ... and that integration is 
' the process of blending the quantifying aspects of mathematics and the contextual 
aspects of science'. .. " (Isaacs et al., 1997, p. 182). In addition, the keynote speaker at 
this conference, Lynn Steen, came up with five potential ways to integrate mathematics 
and science as noted by Isaacs et al. (1997): 
• By employing mathematical methods thoroughly in science instruction, 
taking the necessary steps to coordinate the curricula of the two subjects ... 
• By employing scientific examples and methods thoroughly in mathematics 
instruction, taking necessary steps to coordinate the curricula of the two 
subjects . .. 
• By teaching mathematics entirely as a part of science- as its language and 
ubiquitous tool- in order to better motivate and reinforce the study of 
mathematics while at the same time strengthening the quantitative 
component of science instruction ... 
• By teaching science entirely as part of mathematics- as its principal 
application .. . 
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• By employing mathematics methods thoroughly in science and scientific 
methods thoroughly in mathematics, coordinating both subjects 
sufficiently to make this feasible (p. 182-183) 
Similar to Steen's five categories mentioned above, there exist several pieces of 
literature that made reference to five different categories used for describing the types of 
methods considered for teaching mathematics and science. Huntley ( 1999) cited these 
five methods from a Cambridge Conference held in 1967. At the conference, the five 
categories that the participants came up with are described as " ... various interactions 
between mathematics and science: mathematics for the sake of mathematics, 
mathematics for the sake of science, mathematics and science, science for the sake of 
mathematics, and science forthe sake of science" (Huntley, 1999, p. 58). These 
categories are noted in several journals as the Math/Science Continuum Model of 
Integration and are defined as follows (Lonning & Defranco, 1997): 
• Independent Mathematics (mathematics for the sake of mathematics): Includes 
concepts best taught in a purely mathematical context. (Includes integration 
within the discipline.) 
• Mathematics Focus (science for the sake of mathematics): Mathematics concepts 
of primary importance. Science concepts/activities are in support of mathematics 
concepts. 
• Balanced Mathematics and Science: Activities provide for integration of equally 
appropriate mathematics and science concepts/activities. 
• Science Focus (mathematics for the sake of science): Science concepts of primary 
importance. Mathematics concepts/activities are in support of science concepts. 
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• Independent Science (science for the sake of science): Includes concepts best 
taught in a purely scientific context. (Includes integration within the discipline.) 
(p. 213) 
The center of this continuum is the balanced mathematics and science, or math and 
science in concert (Roebuck & Warden, 1998), and will be referred to throughout this 
paper as true integration. This true integration focuses on the process skills used in both 
fields such as classifying, analyzing, characterizing, explaining, implicating, and 
abstracting and generalizing (Roebuck & Warden, 1998). This means that teachers need 
to look at how they use examples, data~ and information to illustrate concepts, principles, 
generalizations, and theories in their subject area or discipline (Davidson, Mi ller, & 
Metheny, 1995). 
Davidson et al. ( 1995) suggested that because integration has been a commitment 
of the School Science and Mathematics Association, that teachers should understand the 
different ways in which they can integrate and how to use these methods in their 
classrooms. 
Why Integrate the Mathematics and Science Curriculum? 
Throughout the literature there were several common themes on why educators 
should connect their curriculum. Many felt that connecting subject areas makes sense 
because in life these connections exist, " ... math and science is linked in both public 
perception and public policy" (Isaacs et al., 1997, p. 184), the connections are natural, 
and they are logical. Davidson, Miller and Metheny (1995) suggest that the" . . . ' doing' of 
mathematics and the 'doing' of science creates a new way for students to look at the 
world-a way that develops depth rather than breadth in a mathematics curriculum" (p. 
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226). The general feeling was that it made sense because connecting the curricula offers 
opportunities to make connections, it allows opportunities for making the curriculum 
relevant and engaging to students and by doing so we wilJ in turn develop deeper 
understandings of concepts while meeting students' needs and interests (Czerniak, 
Weber, Sandmann & Ahem, 1999) . The integration of mathematics is believed to offer 
opportunities to motivate students and create positive attitudes toward math and science 
(Haigh & Rehfeld, 1995). 
The NCTM states in it' s publication of the Principles and Standards for School 
Mathematics about making connections as follows: 
The opportunity for students to experience mathematics in a context is important. 
Mathematics is used in science, the social sciences, medicine, and commerce. 
The link between mathematics and science is not only through content but also 
through process. The process and content of science can inspire an approach to 
solving problems that applies to the study of mathematics. (p. 66) 
Moscovici and Newton (2006) saw integration as a way to " .. . enhance the quality of 
other subjects" (p. 357), and suggested that students don' t understand why integration is 
necessary and believe that the subjects need to be separated. They noted that students 
often comment, 'We thought it was a science lesson- why do we need to do math?' (p. 
356). They felt that some students didn't see the value of problem solving and that 
perhaps by connecting the curriculum students would be able to see when they would use 
mathematics and science in the real world (Moscovici & Newton, 2006). 
Haigh and Rehfeld (1995) found that: 
National organizations recognize the importance of the integration of mathematics 
and science teaching and learning. Organizations such as SSMA, NCTM, AAAS, 
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and the National Research Council have all indicated support for the integration 
of mathematics and science instruction. Mathematics and science coalitions have 
been formed in 50 states and the District of Columbia. They seek to articulate and 
promote state education policies that will bring about change in mathematics and 
science education. (p.240) 
The NCTM recommended that teaching practice should move "toward connecting 
mathematics, its ideas, and its applications-away from treating mathematics as a body 
of isolated concepts and procedures" (Isaacs et al. , 1997, p.184). In addition, national 
standards for science and mathematics both emphasize problem solving and inquiry 
(Moscovici & Newton, 2006). Isaacs, Wagreich, and Gratzman (1997) cited the AAS as 
further saying: 
By recommending increased emphasis on connections between science and other 
disciplines .. . we suggest that educators can encourage students not only to know 
scientific facts but also to view the world scientifically ... Interdisciplinary 
connections make scientific principles tangible to a wide variety of individuals 
and provide an efficient method for designing lessons and strengthening the 
content learned in several subjects at once. (p. 185) 
A common view shared among the literature was similar to Rohde (1996) in that 
there is " .. . an excess of content in the science and math curriculum, the amount of new 
material has almost doubled in the past five years, but teaching time has remained 
constant. Since there is so much content to teach, the content areas should be integrated" 
(p. 26). Rohde also felt that technology provides students with the opportunity to learn, 
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understand, and apply the math and science concepts in an integrated manner. Ronau and 
Karp (2001) supported the process connections as they noted that, "Making sense of our 
world involves measuring, observing, hypothesizing, experimenting, collecting data, 
analyzing, and synthesizing. These process-oriented strategies capitalize on the real 
worlds of mathematics and science, which overlap for students when they leave school" 
(p. 26). A similar view was that "Mathematics teachers are often asked to ensure that 
students can analyze data by creating graphs, compute measures of central tendency, or 
do factional computations proficiently. However, mathematics has more to offer by 
helping students understand and explain concepts and occurrences in science" (Horak, 
2006, p. 364). 
How to Integrate/Examples Supporting Integration 
The research suggests that there are some basic and essential approaches to 
effectively integrate the curricula. Mosvoici and Newton (2006) found that the easiest 
way to integrate is when a teacher has equal expertise in both science and mathematics 
and when they teach both content areas to the same students. Moscovici and Newton also 
found that if two different teachers attempt a problem-based interdisciplinary teaching 
that it is important that they have " . .. mutual respect, recognition of disciplinary expertise 
and consideration of differences in personal cultures of pedagogy" (p. 357). 
Collaboration was believed as being " . .. the most sophisticated way of working 
together," and that it " ... involves continuous negotiation and cooperation throughout the 
process and has the potential of resulting in the highest level of integration" (Moscovici 
and Newton, 2006, p.357) but was believed to be the most challenging and time 
consuming method. Having conversations with colleagues about the content areas in 
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order to make deep connections between the science and mathematics is of high 
importance (Moscovici and Newton, 2006). 
Going back to the definition of integration, educators need to have a guide as to 
how much they are integrating. The continuum of mathematics and science integration 
can serve as this guide as it identifies the different ways to integrate. The urgency for 
having a guide can be supported by Lanning and Defranco (1997) as they state that: 
Decisions about how to teach the content are typically left to individual teachers 
or groups of teachers working in grade level, departmental, or interdisciplinary 
teams. These teams of teachers arc generally charged with designing 
interdisciplinary curricula. Teachers as curriculum developers are faced with 
creating new integrated activities or adapting commercially prepared activities for 
their students. (p. 213) 
Lanning and DeFranco ( 1997) supported the continuum model as a way to 
provide guidance by determining how an activity will be assessed in meeting curricular 
goals. In order to find where an activity fits on the continuum, Lanning and Defranco 
(1997) advised that asking what the major concepts in each area being taught in the 
activity were, and if the concepts were worthwhile or a key element of the curricula, and 
lastly, if the key elements were meaningful to the students. Lanning and DeFranco's 
( 1997) thoughts were that the nature of the activity may change by asking these 
questions, and in turn move the activity to a more balanced integration model. 
On the other hand, it was suggested that not all of the mathematics and science 
curricula should be integrated and that there are times in which each should be taught in 
isolation (Lanning & Defranco, 1997). They state that "A well designed curriculwn will 
include activities covering the entire curriculum" (Lanning & DeFranco, 1997, p. 215). 
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Some other sources suggested that integrating mathematics and science could be 
achieved by utilizing technology and current curriculum resources as well as taking 
integration mathematics and science methods courses. Foletta (2003) discussed Math and 
Science Solutions (MASS) which is an Eisenhower Professional Development Grant 
where the ultimate goal of the project is to improve instruction and student learning in 
middle school and high school mathematics and science classrooms. The project 
provides professional development in a variety of formats and requires educators to learn 
the technology skills and development a plan for integrating curricula in their classes 
(Folella, 2003). In a<l<lition, Huntley (1999) suggested that a" . .. necessary prerequisite 
for teaching mathematics and science in an integrated fashion is strong content 
preparation in both mathematics and science and the development of pedagogical content 
knowledge related to both domains" (p.66). Huntley (1999) aJso went on to suggest that 
in order to successfully integrate mathematics and science programs, their must be a clear 
understanding of the goals and model or meaning of integration. Also, teachers should 
have instructional and curricular models that cover the teaching and learning of both 
disciplines as well as teachers acquiring the knowledge of how to deal with school 
constraints in the content areas (Huntley, 1999). 
As mentioned previously, national organizations support the integration of 
mathematics and science and there are several organizations, programs, and studies that 
have been developed with that purpose. One such study was the Third 
Interna6onal Mathematics and Science Study (TIM SS). Martinez (200 I) reflected on this 
study as a guide for evaluation and reflection of curricular data, educational cultures, 
teaching and learning styles, and assessment techniques. In this particular study, Japan's 
scores were significantly higher than the U.S. eighth grade mathematics students 
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(Martinez, 200 I). A process used to improve teaching was a TIMSS videotaped study of 
eighth-grade mathematics lessons in the United States, Japan, and Germany in order to 
show teachers a variety of ways to structure their lessons (Martinez, 2001 ). The study 
demonstrated that in Japan, teachers initiated activities but that everything was student 
centered where students discovered the concepts being taught (Martinez, 2001). In both 
the United States and Germany, the classes were found to be teacher centered (Martinez, 
2001). They also found that in Japan, teachers goals were for students to develop 
mathematical thinking such as exploring, developing, and understanding concepts, or 
discovering multiple solutions to the same problems and in the United States and 
Germany their goals were for students to acquire specific skills or learn how to perform a 
specific procedure (Martinez, 2001 ). Martinez suggested that in order for students to 
utilize the scientific processes of exploring, inventing and discovering ideas in the subject 
areas as they do in Japan, then teachers must design a set of problems that guides them 
through the processes that begin with building gradually on students prior knowledge to 
prepare for more complex concepts and the integration of those concepts (Martinez, 
2001, p.l 17). 
Moscovici and Newton (2006) identified that professional development institutes and 
the integrative programs had reported that using problem-based scenarios helped students 
engage in a challenging problem that diffuses over disciplines. 
The Teaching Integrated Mathematics and Science (TIMS) Project at the 
University of Illinois at Chicago created a curriculum, lvfath Trailblazers and other 
materials to integrate mathematics and science by emphasizing the scientific method and 
by focusing on a small set of variables thought of as the fundamentals (Isaacs et al., 1997, 
p.179). lt was found that the " ... TIMS project changed so that the curriculum fit the 
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NCTM standards and science labs were integrated into the program so that the science fit 
the math instead of the other way around" (Isaacs et al., 1997, p.199). As a result ohhis 
it was found that TIMS students outperformed other U.S. students on mathematical tests 
(Isaacs et al., 1997). The authors cited that there were three areas examined " ... that 
were earlier associated with strong mathematical performance in Japanese classrooms: 
promotion of student reflection, use of manipulatives and real-world scenarios, and 
mathematical coherence" (Isaacs et al., 1997, p. 199) that was found in the TIMS 
classrooms. Their research also stated that the teachers " .. . reported that changes in their 
teaching were facilitated by the curriculum (Math Trailblazers)" (Isaacs et al., 1997, p. 
199). It is worth noting that studies on TIMS Projects' laboratory investigations have 
also found that they are: 
.... effective in promoting student learning of both math and science concepts. A 
four-year longitudinal study followed 1,000 children from 11 Chicago area schools 
using the TIMS materials to supplement existing mathematics and science curricula. 
The study was part of a NSF-funded project involving approximately 200 teachers 
and 5,000 children. Student achievement was measured by a written test designed to 
assess understanding of important mathematical and scientific concepts and skills. 
There was a linear correlation between grade level and score on the test. After one 
year of the program the first graders' posttest score on part 1 of the test equaled the 
fourth graders' pretest score. These students had gained an extra two years over the 
next three years. They also found that the relative gain made over four years was not 
significantly correlated with either their socioeconomic status or their scores on 
standardized reading and mathematics tests. (Isaacs et al., 1997, p. 194) 
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Roebuck and Warden ( 1998) found that most existing integrated projects focus on the 
common processes found in science and mathematics by having students gather data by 
observing or measuring, and then analyzing the data using graphs or tables. When 
mathematics and science are integrated then students can do the investigations. Virginia 
Horak (2006) suggested that " . .. proportional reasoning is an essential concept to be 
taught in middle school. Linking uses of proportional reasoning with real-world 
application in science is an important piece of the overall effort to develop middle school 
students' proportional thinking" (Horak, 2006, p. 361 ). 
Another study involving seventh graders who were taught an integrated physics and 
mathematics unit included physics topics of electricity, magnetism, and heat taught in 
conjunction with mathematics concepts involving graphing, area, volume, distance, 
ratios, and proportion, and variation (Haigh & Rehfeld, 1995, p.241 ). Haigh and Rehfeld 
(1995) found that "scientific attitudes of seventh-grade students whose standardized 
reading and mathematics scores were on grade level had increased significantly (p<.01) 
after science and mathematics integration" (p. 241 ). 
Additionally, "Interviews with Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary 
Schools teachers and students documented that students, after experiencing the 
integration of mathematics and science had acquired (a) an excitement for learning, (b) 
self-initiation, and ( c) social interaction skills" (Haigh & Rehfeld, 1995, p.241 ). 
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Classroom Examples and Testimonials 
One example of an integrated project for students was a corn lab that began with a 
biography on Barbara McClintock and was followed with students studying genetics in 
literature. Students became scientists by making predictions and exploring patters found 
on Indian com, they computed percents, documented their results graphically, crossbred 
their com, made more predictions, conducted discussions on patterns and eventually 
developed algebraic equations (Cwikla, 2006). 
Olsen (2003) discussed the creation and inspiration for integrating mathematics 
and science. Olsen integrated her curriculum in a "math for the sake of science" 
approach as she pretaught the mathematics skills necessary for the understanding of 
science concepts. 0 !sen' s research showed that most of her self-contained seventh 
graders achievement had improved. Olsen also created an interdisciplinary project called 
' Create a Country' in which she integrated mathematics, science and social studies that 
forced students to think in new ways. In Olsen's reflection of her project she stated: 
I was engaged with the work and learned together with my students. I was 
amazed at the quality and depth of thinking that middle school students are 
capable of when the project focus is a relevant problem of their choice ... .I have 
found that benchmarks will be met when students are engaged in their learning 
and I give them time to construct meaning. When r covered everything in the 
textbook students did not retain the topics taught. As I shifted my focus toward 
developing understanding, student achievement increased. . ... By focusing on 
developing students' thinking and reallocating classroom time, the changes in my 
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practice helped students gain mathematical insights and perceive many 
connections in their world. (p. 266) 
Power Over Trash was another integrated project which integrated mathematics, 
science and literature (Ronau & Karp, 2001). This was a multiday activity where 
students were given integrated activities that included comparing real-world garbage 
collections through the development of a variety of graphs, while understanding the 
problems of litter through collecting and analyzing data. 
Another example was integration developed through the study of chocolate. This 
integrated projt:1,;l in1,;uIJJurnlt:<l an engaging tupi1,; tu explore mathematics and science 
concepts. For example, when the students studied the physical properties of chocolate 
they were working with density. They used an inquiry-based method to determine the 
density of solids and liquid while also working with measurements and proportions 
(Tippins, Gonzalez-Espada, & Haugh, 1999). 
Lastly, Rickard and Wilson (2006) discussed their "Lettuce Learn Math" as an 
example of a program that " ... linked a small-scale agricultural production system to a 
sixth-grade mathematics and science curriculum" (Rickard & Wilson, 2006, p. 369). 
Their project " .. . met and often exceeded the standards set by New York State for sixth-
grade mathematics skills" (Rickard & Wilson, 2006, p.369). 
Related Issues and Obstacles 
The research suggested that there are some common obstacles and/or issues related to 
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integrating the content areas that educators should be aware of. Some difficulties that 
researchers of the TIMS project found were that there were some gaps in the 
mathematics, the mathematics did not flow in a logical or developmental way, and that it 
was difficult to decide when certain concepts should be taught and to what extent they 
should teach the concepts (Isaacs et al., 1997). 
It was found in the research that time is a primary issue to integration. Lonning 
and Defranco (1997) felt that the "Primary responsibility for designing integrated 
curricula rests with classroom teachers with precious little time to devote to this 
important task" (p. 2 14). They also addressed that finding new activities or the 
adaptation of commercially prepared activities could be a daunting task. Similarly, it was 
noted by Davidson et al. (1995), that schools tended to resist change and that historically 
restructuring mathematics and science curricula has had " ... little effect on conventional 
uses of the textbook and methods of delivery" (p. 226). 
Not only was time for preparing the activities an issue but so was the time in 
which teachers were provided to teach a curriculum. Isaacs et al. (1997) quote those at 
the Cambridge Conference on School mathematics as having stated that "In the opinion 
of a few at our conference a ... danger is the possible disruption of a tightly organized 
mathematical sequence by an attempt to cater to the needs of science instruction" (p. 
185). They further noted that mathematics and science have different ways of structuring 
their knowledge and that one of the content areas curricula may not be fulfilled as a result 
if educators integrate their curriculum (Isaacs et al., 1997). 
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Another concern was that external assessments may not align well with integrated 
curricula and therefore proof of their success may not be evident in standardized test 
scores and as a result, most districts approach each content area separately due to the 
pressures of state tests (Isaacs et al., 1997). Due to these concerns it was said throughout 
the research that educators must pay close attention to what standards they are 
addressing. The activities must be relevant, engaging and appropriate for their grade level 
as identified by the school districts curriculum and national standards (Lonning & 
Defranco, 1997). 
Another p1imary concern was that teachers may not be educated in both fields and 
therefore may not have a deep understanding of the relationships between the disciplines 
that are necessary to successfully integrate them (Lonning & Defranco, 1997). The 
implementation of a program is challenging and "Many teachers lack experience in 
managing the hands-on, experimental approach of an integrated curriculum" (Isaacs et 
al., 1997, p. 201). It was also suggested that educators question the effectiveness of an 
integrated curriculum as there is little existing empirical research that suggests that 
integrated curriculum is more effective than traditionally taught curriculum (Czerniak et 
al., 1999). Cerniak et al. (1999) included in support of this idea that "Berlin (1994) 
reported that, of 423 articles summarized at the 1991 Wingspread conference on 
integration, 99 were related to theory and research, and only 22 were research-based 
articles" (Czemaik et al, 1999, p. 422). In order to work on this issue, Roebuck and 
Warden suggested that "Preservice training of mathematics and science teachers should 
be changed to help them recognize the relationships between the two disciplines" (p. 
332) . 
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With the lack of research and support for an integrated curriculum, Lederman and 
Niess (1997) felt that the interdisciplinary approach discussed earlier was the best 
approach to use in order to avoid the obstacles facing an integrated curriculum. They 
supported this idea by suggesting that teachers are able to focus more on their area of 
expertise when utilizing an interdisciplinary approach and that this approach is more 
realistic when teaching modern mathematics and science (Lederman & Niess, 1997). 
They further supported their stance by stating that: "Every discipline possesses 
characteristics that are clearly unique to that discipline. With the interdisciplinary 
approach, the valuable aspects of each discipline can be explored while still developing 
interconnectedness between content areas" (Lederman & Niess, 1997, p. 58). 
Despite these difficulties and obstacles, Lederman and Niess ( 1997), suggested 
that perhaps since the research is too sparse on integrated curriculum that perhaps no 
conclusions can yet be made? Isaacs et al. (1997) suggested that "Trying to fulfill all of 
the expectations of complete integration is impractical," and that "The real challenge is 
developing a comprehensive integrated program" (p. 200). As the National reform 
continues and stresses the need to integrate the curriculum and make connections across 
content areas more empirical research should develop providing more answers to how to 
overcome these obstacles. 
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Methodology 
There is a great amount of research that encompasses the topic of integrating 
mathematics and science as a method to improve student learning. Some of the research 
suggested that teachers must work collaboratively in order to successfully implement 
integration of the two subject areas, while some research suggested that is not enough 
empirical data to support that integration does in fact improve student learning. 
The research conducted was partly a collaborative effort of a science and 
mathematics study group at Roth Middle School in Henrietta, NY. The goal of the 
research was to explore the impact that integration of the ?1h grade mathematics and 
science curriculum had on student learning. 
Participants 
The participants of the study group were two seventh grade mathematics teachers, 
three seventh grade science teachers, and one special education teacher. Both 
mathematics teachers shared a team with either one or two science teachers, and the 
special education teacher shared a team with one science and two mathematics teachers. 
For this research, the class populations that were studied were three different 
mathematics classes and two different science classes. These five classes were chosen as 
part of the study because the students in these classes had a mathematics teacher and 
science teacher that were on the same team. In addition, two of the mathematics classes, 
and one science class shared the same special education teacher who would share in the 
integration experience as part of those three classes. 
All three mathematics classes studied were general 7th grade mathematics. 
Mathematics teacher A taught 23 students, 11 male and 12 female students and worked 
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with science teacher A and the special education teacher. Mathematics teacher B taught 
25 students with 13 males and 12 female students and these students worked with science 
teacher B and the special education teacher. Mathematics teacher A also taught a class 
consisting of 17 students with 9 females and 8 males, and Science teacher D shared this 
population of students. It should also be mentioned that mathematics teacher A and B 
also had a shared planning time outside of the study group, and the special education 
teacher bad an additional and separated planning times outside of the study group with 
teachers A, B, and C. 
As suggested by the research, the hope was that choosing classes that shared the 
same teachers to collaborate on the classroom experiences would enhance student 
learning through the integrated activities. 
Instruments and Materials 
The materials needed for this study were the New York State mathematics and 
science standards, the Rush-Henrietta Science and Mathematics timelines and curriculum 
maps, and each subject areas curriculum materials used for upcoming instruction. 
Teachers also looked at the most recent literature on integrating the curriculum. Teachers 
used the Math/Science Continuum Model of Integration as defined by Lanning and 
DeFranco ( 1997). This continuum served as a model to identify to what degree they 
were integrating. 
Data Collection 
The study group participants met approximately once a month for an hour and a 
half over the course of the school year to identify connections that could be made in the 
science and mathematics curriculum as mandated by the district and to identify 
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opportunities to integrate the curriculum during the school year based on the most current 
timelines as mandated by their district. 
Teachers collected data on both the success of the collaboration time utilized 
during their monthly meetings and on the results of the integrated experiences in each of 
the five classes. Teachers collected data through ticket to leave assessments, class work, 
and quizzes, tests, and teachers' observations of student engagement by both the 
instructional teachers and the special education teacher. 
Procedure 
Teachers identified connections and common teaching practices in the 7th grade 
science and mathematics curriculum as identified by New York State and the district. 
Teachers created integrated experiences to use in their classrooms in an effort to increase 
student achievement. Some teachers paired up to create lessons that supported science in 
the mathematics classroom and some teachers collaborated to create lessons that 
supported mathematics in the classroom. Teachers then shared out and adopted these 
lessons for their classrooms. Teachers used a variety of assessment methods to collect 
data and compare it to the previous year's success during the same unit. 
Teachers reflected on the results and identified what worked and what did not 
work. Teachers used lesson study on lessons that followed the initial round of integrated 
experiences to improve and make any changes. Teachers worked toward combining both 
approaches to move towards a balanced mathematics and science lesson, (Roebuck & 
Warden, 1998), to further explore student achievement. 
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Results 
In October, 2006 a Middle School Math and Science Integration study group was 
formed by two seventh grade mathematics teachers, three science teachers and one 
special education teacher. The rationale for the study was that, the district was moving 
towards acceleration for all students. Connections between curricula would help students 
to be more engaged while learning the concepts. This could be done by using common 
themes and processes found in both math and science. Connections between disciplines 
also could allow the students to see real world applications of what they were learning, 
thus improving motivation and achievement. 
The study group met monthly using a variety of state and district references. 
When the group first met in October the focus was primarily on what the goals were for 
the year as a study group as guided by the rationale above, and what would the plan be to 
execute those goals. There was a lot of discussion on what process to take including 
working as a whole group and using charts or poster paper to post sticky notes so that we 
could move each content area standard around, there were ideas to break up into mixed 
content groups where one group would discuss how math could support science and the 
other on how science could support math and then the groups would share out, and then 
there were questions on whether it was best to work as a large group or break into the 
smaller groups. With a variety of suggestions to choose from, the group decided to take 
suggestions from previous research during their next session. In addition to the 
discussions that took place during the first meeting, were some ideas and questions on 
what overlaps they had already noticed. The math teachers had brought a map with 
everything that they had covered and began jotting down some of the connections 
discussed including measurement, rounding, metric system conversions, measuring the 
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volume of a liquid, and the volume of irregular cubes. These connections alone brought 
up a lot of conversation on how each content taught the concepts and/or skills, in what 
context, where it was found in the time line and how they could be integrated. All of the 
teachers expressed a lot of excitement by the end of the first meeting, and most 
commented on how they wished they had time to have these discussions during the 
school year as they had no idea so many connections existed and they felt that the kids 
would benefit from the teachers working and sharing ideas with each other. The group 
also made a list of materials that would be beneficial to have including each content 
area's timeline, the district curriculum maps, the state standards and anything else that 
would be beneficial to the other content area and that would hopefully answer a lot of 
questions. 
During the second meeting held in November, the members of the group brought 
several supporting curriculum maps and guides. The references provided during this 
meeting were the New York State Standards (Math & Science), the districts Math and 
Science objectives, the content time lines for the 2006-2007 school year as well as the 
2007-2008 school year, the University of Rochester recommendations for the math 
cmTiculum and it's use of the Connected Math Project series as well as the Connected 
Math Investigations materials. 
The science teachers explained that the timeline and guides would be different the 
following year and they shared their timelines for both years. This brought up discussion 
again on the goals that they had put into place and it was decided that they would first 
find connections in the curriculum, then they would find where they could implement 
integrated experiences and by the end of the year they had hoped to have a plan in place 
for some integrated experiences to take place during the following year according to the 
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science teachers new timeline. The plan for the meeting was that the teachers would 
share their maps, discuss some of the most current research by looking at some articles on 
how to integrate math and science, and then one group of three would integrate math into 
the science units and one group would integrate science into the math units and then they 
would share out as a whole. After distributing the curriculum guides there were a lot 
more questions, concerns, and ideas that were brought up in the discussion and it was 
realized by everyone that before we did anything, we were going to need the time to 
share with each content area how to use each others' guides. This took some time, 
especially with a lot of ideas on potential connections being discussed, and this led to 
some frustration as the meeting came to a close. The general consensus was that they 
wanted to find the most efficient way to get started on creating integrated experiences, 
and they all agreed that there were excellent discussions taking place, however, the 
discussions were getting in the way of achieving what they had already planned. It was 
agreed that they needed to find what worked for them and that the reference guides 
needed to be organized into a product that would be useful for everyone in making the 
connections that they had been discussing. After discussing some of the most recent 
literature on integration, and the most effective ways to work collaboratively with 
colleagues, they decided that during the next meeting, they would break up into content 
area groups instead of mixed groups, and create a graphic organizer that would include 
all of the standards and district outcomes per unit according to the 2006-2007 timeline for 
math and the 2006-2007 and 2007-2008 school year for science with a column parallel to 
the one created to record connections with the other content area as seen in appendix C. 
During the next session, the group broke into the content area groups as planned 
and began creating the organizers. They commented on the time that this would take, yet 
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they were anxious to see the final product as it would be a useful tool to all math, science 
and special education teachers in the end. The group also discussed the idea of 
integration and how they were not limited to integrating solely concepts and skills but 
they could also focus on process integration. This opened up several opportunities for the 
math teachers to explore as the curriculum was rich with investigations already. Now 
they were able to take the already existing investigations and get input from the science 
teachers on what and how to make stronger connections. It was also suggested that the 
math teachers look into the data from before the Connected Math series was implemented 
to the current data on student achievement to see if the investigation driven series had any 
impact on student learning. 
By January the teachers had found what worked for them as a group and as the 
organizers that they were creating neared completion they began feeling anxious to 
develop lessons. They looked at any opportunities to create a lesson prior to the meeting 
in February when they would complete the organizers. According to the research, there 
were a variety of ways that the integration could be implemented such that science could 
support math, math could support science or they could be a balanced integration or true 
integration as suggested by the research. At this point, the concepts and skills taught 
using measurement as a unifying theme continued to come up. The science teachers 
discussed their unit on density that had already taken place and the math teachers 
discussed the unit on volume and surface area that they had taught. There were great 
discussions on how they could integrate these previously taught units, address gaps that 
the students had, and apply them to new concepts. The math teachers had just started a 
unit on scale factors and as a collaborative effort, an investigation that brought together 
the concepts of density, volume and scale factors was created. 
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The groups' first integrated lesson was hands on, with an exploration piece, 
followed by an application and reflection piece which addressed some common 
misconceptions on density that the science teachers had hoped to reinforce during the 
lesson. The instruction took place in math class and the math teachers created a pre-
assessment for the students. Following the first pre-assessment, the group of teachers 
reflected on how it could be more effective and the science teachers pointed out some 
questions that would need revision. It was clear that the teachers needed to work closely 
as some of the material and vocabulary was not familiar to both content area teachers. 
This created an opportunity for learning and growth and presented opportunities for great 
discussions among teachers about what they teach, and how they teach it. Following the 
initial reflections, a new pre-assessment found in appendix D was created which was 
distributed to two more classes. After looking at the results of the pre-assessment it was 
clear that the students had minimal understanding on density, mass, scale factors and how 
each relates to the other. The integrated lesson (appendix F) that was created to address 
these concepts could be considered a balanced integration lesson as it not only integrated 
concepts and skills from both content areas but it also integrated processing skills found 
in both fields. The students worked in cooperative learning groups using triple beam 
balances to determine the mass of 3 dimensional figures created from gram cubes. The 
students applied various scale factors to their figures, determined the mass, the volume 
and then the density of the figures. Students eventually were prompted to make 
predictions and test their predictions during the task and then reflect on what was 
happening to the volume, mass and density of the objects as they applied different scale 
factors. 
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The lesson was taught and observed by the two math teachers a total of 3 times. 
There were a variety of observations that took place during the activity. Students initially 
struggled with the concept of increasing something by a specific scale factor, as they had 
only applied scale factors to two-dimensional figures at this point, so several students had 
to be shown that they needed to apply the scale factor to every dimension. Students 
seemed engaged throughout the entire activity and were making predictions less than half 
way through the investigation and testing them without being prompted to. During the 
investigation, it was observed that students who tend to be disengaged in class were the 
most involved and engaged. One student who is typically off task and disruptive was 
observed as taking on the leadership role in his group and picked up on the patterns and 
concepts right away. Once the students reached the reflection questions on the back of 
their paper teachers observed students having lots of discussion about what they observed 
and why it was happening. At this point teachers went around and discussed the concept 
of density and why it remained the same throughout the task using the working definition 
of density as shared during the study group. Teachers went over the activity with the 
students and then gave a post assessment (appendix E) which was similar to the pre-
assessment given initially. The results showed a 65% increase in students who could 
define density, a 20% increase in students who could define Mass and a 30% increase in 
students who were able to define volume. There was a 17% increase in the students who 
knew how to find the volume of a cube with only 4% who did not, understand. The most 
impressive result was that originally only 51 % of the students understood the concept of 
scale factors and the post assessment showed that 100% of the students understood scale 
factors. It was clear by the assessment that the students either did not understand the 
question about how scale factors and area of a face relate, or they did not understand this 
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relationship as only 4 % answered this question correctly. The teachers had hoped that 
the students would come out of the lesson with a deeper understanding of the concept of 
density and scale factors and the last question that addressed this relationship, there was a 
48% increase of students who answered the question correctly. 
It was shortly after this lesson and assessment that the science teachers gave the 
mid terms that covered everything that they had taught up to that point including density. 
The science teachers who bad students in the classes where the density lesson was taught 
noticed that the students seemed to demonstrate a better understanding of density and 
remarked on the large population of students who used their units appropriately. 
As mentioned, the assessment showed that students still did not have a clear 
understanding of bow scale factors and area were relating and so the mathematics 
teachers took that information as an opportunity to create another investigation. This 
time the teachers gave the students a more concrete assignment as a pre-assessment. The 
assignment had the students finding the scale factors from one figure to the image and 
from the image to the original. The students then had to determjne the area of each figure 
and then find out how many times larger the image was to the original. The idea is that 
the students will see that the figure increases by the square of the scale factor. The 
teachers had the students solving several problems and then they were to reflect on the 
patterns that they saw hoping that they would also see that the scale factors were the 
reciprocals of each other as well as the relationship between the scale factors and size of 
the image. Few to no students in each class were making the connections that were 
intended to be made and came into class asking how to answer the 2 reflection questions. 
The day that the assignment was due, the students did an investigation on the same 
concepts, and this time the students were using manipulatives, recording data, making 
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observations and propositions, and reflecting on their discoveries. This again was a form 
of process integration. Each group presented their data and observations and by the third 
presentation students were making observations that would answer the reflection 
questions that were asked on the assignment that had been due that day which 90% of 
students answered prior to leaving class that day. It was clear at this point that not only 
were the students engaged during the investigation driven lesson, but they were also 
showing a deeper understanding for the material. 
Following the density lab and the scale factor and area investigation, the teachers 
began to discuss the increase in engagement and understanding when utilizing the process 
of the scientific method as done through the investigations in the science classroom and 
the connected mathematics units and most recently in the integrated density lab lesson. 
With these observations and discussions taking place about using the process of 
investigations to increase student achievement the math teachers sought to find some 
empirical data that would support this idea. 
They thought that they may be able to look back at the New York State tests, 
however they learned that first, there was only one year worth of data prior to the 
implementation of the Connected Mathematics curriculum and after some discussion with 
the director, it would be difficult to identify whether or not students were developing a 
deeper conceptual understanding based on the data. It was also mentioned that it was 
difficult to rely on the data for comparative reasons as the standards and outcomes have 
continually changed. This led to some further discussion of how we could collect more 
data in the future to see if the implementation of Connected Mathematics was in fact 
developing a deeper conceptual understanding. It was suggested that the director and 
math teachers discuss some ideas on how to begin collecting some valid data for 
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comparative purposes. Another suggestion was to continue the study group through the 
following year while implementing integration through the use of the content graphic 
organizer, and to compare the data for each unit over the two years. 
By February, the study group had completed the organizer for each content area 
and now they were able to switch and fill in the parallel columns showing where 
integration could take place, they had completed two thorough lessons using math to 
support science and process integration, they had shared resources and learned how to 
read each others content guides and most importantly they had created a working 
relationship conducive for integration. The teachers found that they were communicating 
regularly on potential connections that they saw or could make in their classrooms as 
each was aware what the other was teaching. The math teachers were more focused on 
implementing scientific thought as part of the process of teaching concepts and both sets 
of teachers were asking each other questions on how they teach different concepts. The 
teachers decided that they would continue to create integrated lessons and reflect on them 
each meeting as they would do at least one per month until the end of the year. The next 
integrated lesson would be on measurement and conversions, and the teachers began 
thinking about doing a Meh'ic Olympics for both the science and math classes. All 
teachers also agreed that for there next meeting they would bring the next assessments 
that they would be using to share. Lastly, they began discussing ideas for the following 
year as the science curriculum would be using a different timeline and they would have 
the reference guide to go into the year with. The math teachers also began having 
discussions on the ideas of investigations, making connections between content areas, 
and inquiry based learning and how they could better utilize the connected mathematics 
curriculum to meet both the state standards and district objectives. 
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Discussion 
The math and science integration study group's initial objective was to enhance 
student learning and engagement through integrated mathematics and science activities 
by making connections. Originally, the group anticipated to have implemented and 
reflected on integrated experiences in classrooms by the meeting held in December, 
however, as the research had suggested, there was a lot of work to do before the 
development of the integrated experiences could even begin. Slowly the study began 
taking on a new face as the group worked to find effective approaches to efficiently 
collaborate on integrating the two content areas. Following the first two meetings the 
group members felt overwhelmed and frustrated due to the obstacles that held them back 
from implementing an integrated product within the time period that was originally 
anticipated. There were fantastic conversations on what was taught, how it was taught, 
and how it could be taught in both math and science, The conversations would typically 
not take place had there not been time made for them in the form of a study group, 
however it took time to get to the point of creating anything new to be evaluated. The 
obstacles were a result of time and a general lack of awareness of the other content areas 
standards and timelines. The Jack of awareness may not have been such a great obstacle 
had all of the teachers had equal expertise in both science and mathematics as suggested 
by Mosvoici and Newton (2006). In order to continue conversations on what was taught 
and how the contents could support the other, there needed to be a more productive way 
to find connections made in both content areas so that it could be determined just how 
and when opportunities for integration would be addressed. The Math/Science 
Continuum Model of Integration as defined by Lanning and Defranco (1997) was a great 
resource. By December, a new plan was put in to place as a graphic organizer for each 
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content area would be created as a resource for both the current school year and the 
following year despite changes in the timeline that would be taking place in science. In 
January, the group would split into small groups to create the organizers and report back. 
This would ideally support a science for the sake of math and math for the sake of 
science as seen on the spectrum. In between the meetings the teachers continued to have 
frequent conversations on the concepts each was teaching and potential connections. One 
set of math and science teachers found it beneficial to ask how they would teach a 
concept in their class as the science teacher looked for a new spin on material, and the 
math teacher looked into the process of inquiry based learning. 
Eventually the groups created the two integrated experiences that could be 
identified as having a mathematics focus where the science activity which was taught in 
the mathematics classroom supported mathematics concepts as defined by Lonning and 
DeFrance ( 1997). Both activities also could have been considered as true integration as 
they both focused on the process skills such as analyzing, explaining, and generalizing 
through the scientific method as defined by Roebuck and Warden ( 1998). 
Following the work they had done, the teachers could also agree with the research 
that it was difficult to integrate the curricula due to the different ways in which the areas 
are structured according to the content. Initially they were frustrated when they saw that 
there weren ' t many times throughout the year that the curriculum matched up. When the 
group began focusing more on process integration they found that their were endless 
ways to integrate, primarily for the mathematics teachers who realized that they had 
already been integrating in this manner through their Connected Mathematics 
Investigations based curriculum. Reflecting back at the research, the concept of applying 
process was strongly suggested by several resources, including the NCTM 
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recommendation of moving practices "toward connecting mathematics, its ideas, and its 
applications-away from treating mathematics as a body of isolated concepts and 
procedures" (Isaacs et al., 1997, p.184). In addition Isaacs, Wagreich, and Gratzman 
( 1997) cited the AAS as a strong advocate for implementing process of the contents as 
follows: 
By recommending increased emphasis on connections between science and other 
disciplines ... we suggest that educators can encourage students not only to know 
scientific facts but also to view the world scientifically . .. Interdisciplinary 
connections make scientific principles tangible to a wide variety of indivieduals 
and provide an efficient method for desigining lessons and strengthening the 
content learned in several subjects at once. (p. 185) 
Both integrated activities were taught in the mathematics classroom and the 
teachers worked together to form activities that included both mathematics and science 
concepts and that were process driven in the form of an investigation. The group agreed 
with the research that these integrated lessons offered the students an opportunity to make 
connections and to develop a deeper understanding of the concepts taught. They also 
agreed that students were more motivated and engaged to learn the concepts through the 
process of an investigation that is found typically in the science classroom by making 
observations, making predictions, collecting data through the investigations and then 
analyzing their results. As reflected upon in the results, the teachers found that students 
did display a deeper understanding of the concepts and students were engaged throughout 
both experiences. 
As stated in the research, collaboration was believed to be " . .. the most 
sophisticated way of working together," and that it " ... involves continuous negotiation 
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and cooperation throughout the process and has the potential of resulting in the highest 
level of integration" (Moscovici and Newton, 2006, p.357) but it is believed to be the 
most challenging and time consuming method. Having conversations in order to make 
connections between the content areas is of high importance (Moscovici and Newton, 
2006). 
These statements could not have been more true for the teachers involved within this 
study group. By February the participants had developed a productive working 
relationship that would enhance the quality of their instruction, however it took the group 
several months to get to the point of implementing an integrated experience and see the 
benefits that integration has on student learning and engagement. 
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Conclusion 
One of the many obstacles suggested by the research was that there was little 
empirical data supporting an integrated curriculum and posed the question that perhaps 
conclusions could not yet be made (Lederman & N iess, 1997). The study group found 
that they had not yet collected the empirical data to support their work, however the 
general feeling was that if they continued to pursue the study over the next two school 
years, that perhaps they would have enough data to make some valid conclusions. 
In conclusion, the par1icipants felt that the greatest achievement they made was 
that they had a guide started that would support them along with a strong working 
relationship with one another. Their hope was to continue the study group the following 
year with the anticipation of opening it up to technology instructors and comparing the 
data from the 2006-2007 year to data collected during the 2007-2008 school year. With 
the suggestion of including technology in the study group a suggestion was made to 
discuss the implementation of an MS or MST class with the directors of each department. 
The teachers also planned on continuing their group through June with the anticipation to 
do some team teaching as they had found the power of a strong collaborative relationship 
with one another! 
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Appendix A 
Warner Center Standards and Curriculum Map 
in Order of New York State Mathematics Standards 
Revised: 
Mapping of 
The New York State Mathematics Standard, Strands anc 
Performance Indicators 
to the 
Investigations in Number, Data and Space Program 
(in preparation) 
Connected Mathematics Program 
Contemporary Mathematics in Context (Core-Plus) Progr< 
(In preparation) 
Prepared and disseminated by The Western NY Consortium for Hi 
Quality Mathematics Education 
Mathematics, Science, and Technology - Standard 3 
Students will : 
• understand the concepts of and become 
proficient with the skills of mathematics; 
• communicate and reason mathematically; 
• become problem solvers by using appropriate 
tools and strategies; 
through the integrated study of number sense and 
operations, alQebra, Qeometry, measurement. and 
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:'\umber PE'rformance Indicator Pre- C\IP L"nit or 
::\InrchiPo'>t- Suggestion fo r 
::\farcll Incorporation into 
Testing: Year 
Grade 6 
6.:'\ .I Read and wnte whole numbers to trillions Pre-March Work in Eleme.ntary 
School/Assessment 
preparntion ,, 
-, . 
. ·~:;..: -
6.:'\.2 Defiue and identify rhe ccnnmutati\·e and Pre-March Incorporate in ·'Bits & 
as<:.ociative propo:?rrie<:. o f addition and Piece) rr· and/or 
mu Ju plica tiou asse ;smeut preparation 
6.:'\ .3 Defiue aud identify rhe clistribmn-c property Pre-March IucNporate in "Bits & 
of multiplicfltion on"r addiuon Ptece<:. II .. and/or 
asse;swent preparation 
6.:'\A Define and identify the idemiry and inYerse Pre-March lu<'orporate in "Bits & 
properties of addit1011 and multiplicatiou Pieces Ir' andior 
as<,essmeut preparation 
6.:-\ .5 Define and identify the zero property of Pre-March Incorpornre in ''Bits & 
muluplicatiou Pieces Ir and/or 
asse<..r,,ment oreoaration 
6.:'\.6 l :uderstai1d the concept of rate Pre-1vfarc h Inc-orporate into ''Bits 
& Piecer,. n ·· 
6.:'\.7 Expr~ss equi\·olem rrmos as a propornon Pre-March FonnallY label 111 "Bits 
& Piece<:. II'" 
6.:'\.8 D1<:.tmgmsh rhe d iff;;orence between rate and Pre-lvfarch Incorporate in ''Bits & 
ratio P1e<:es Ir 
6.:'\.9 SolYe proportiom usirl2 equrraleut fractious Pre-March ··Bit; & Pieces II" 
6.XlO Verify rhe propor.ionaluy using rbe product Pre-March We beiiern d1at it is no1 
of the means eqi1al s the product of the appropriate ro show 
ex•n~mes s111de11 ts ri1e "cross-
p1'od11cr merhod" of 
soil'!ng proportions 
be(ore rhc) have 
dewfoped a scrong 
sense of proportional 
reasoning. It may, in 
fncr. acnia!ly confuse 
srudents <panicularly 
whe11 mulnplymg 
fracrions). .is a resuit, 
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we do nor recommend 
embe.tfding the teaching 
of rhis shit in 61~ grade, 
bur idemif5' ir as a 
sn-megy in farer grades 
1[ avpropriate . 
6.:'\.11 Read. 'Hile, and identify perceors of n Pre-March. .. Bir:; and Pieces I"/ 
whole (O~ o to l 00°0) ·-BiB & Pieces Ir 
6 .~. 12 SoJy,:- pt>rcent probl~ms iuvolYUlg percent_ Pre-}.'farch ··Bir:; and Pieces II" 
mt"'. and base 
6.:'\.13 Define ab~olnre nlu-:- nnd dete1mine the Pre-Marcil ··Accenntate the 
absolure ,-alu"' of rational munbers ).;"egatiw·-
(wcludin2 µomm? and ne~rntiw) 
6.Xl4 L ocate rnuonnl m11nbc-r$ ou n nnmber hne Pre-March \\' ork m £lementary 
(mcludiug po~1tin• and negatiYe) School ··Accentu.'lte 
·-the Ne2'~HlYe 
6.:'\.15 Order rational nnrubt>r;; (lllcludmg posith·e Pre-March \Vork Ill Elementary 
and negative) School· ··Accentuate 
rhe Nel!'atn-e ~ 
6.~.16 Add nnd subt.rnc1 fractious i.Yith unlikt> Pre-March .. Bir; anrl Pieces II' ' 
denominator<; 
6.:'\.17 :Y1ultiply and di\"Jde frarnom. wfrh unW'e Pre-March ··Bih .md Pieces Ir' 
de:1 Ollll llil f Ot~ 
6.:'\ .lS Add. 5.1.1btrnct multiply nud divide mixed Pre-March .. Bir; and Pieces ll" 
number<, with unlike denonunators 
6.:'\ .19 IdeurL°l' the mulriphcarive i11Yerse Pre-Marcil .. Bir:; and Piece'.) II" 
(reciprocal) of a number 
6.X:!O Repre~em fractions a'i renniuaring or Pre-March \Vork m E lementary 
repea1iug decimals School' ··Bits and 
Piece<, I"' and "Bits and 
Pieces II'" 
6.:'\.21 Fmd muhiple rep:t>-;t>utations of rational Pre-March Work m Eh~mentary 
numbers (fracnom, decimah and percents 0 School1 ··Bits and 
ro 100) Pieces r · and "Bits and 
Pieces II .. 
6.:'\.21 EYn.lnare numerical expres<>ions usmg order Pre-March Incorporate into "Prime 
of Clperarious (may iuc lude exponent; of Tum• · 
rwo and tluee) 
6.:'\.23 Represent repealed mulriplicatiou in Pre-.March '·Primt> Time·' 
e:woueutial form 
6.X.24 Repre~em ~xponenriaJ fonn as repeated Pre-March --Prime Time·· 
mu luplfr:nion 
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6.:\".25 Evaluar,;> expressions hanng exponents Pre-March ·'Prime Time'· 
when? rhe po,Hr i~ all exponent of one. two 
or three 
6.~.26 Estimate a percem of qnanmy (0° o ro Pre-March ·'Bm and Pleces I" 
100~ 0) 
6.:\".27 Justify the rea5-onabl;:>ne'>s of an•;wers ming PE>-March Eml~dded throughout 
e.stinrntion (includmg rouudiug) progr.:im 
6.A. l Tramlare t'No-step n•rbal expressions i1110 Pre-March ··varrnblec, and 
algebraic expressions Panerm:· (could also 
inco1porare in 
assessment preparatioi1 
pre-A1arci1 since 
"Variables and 
Parrerns " is post-
.1.\1archJ 
6.A .2 C"<>e sub;.tinir1on ro eY:iluare algebraic Post-:\1arch ·'Van abl.:>'> and 
expres;,1ons (may include expon.:>nts of one. Pattenl'> .. · ··co,·ering 
two and rhree) and Surrou11du1Q" 
6.A.3 Tramlare m·o-srep wrbal semences into Post-:\farch ·-van.ables and 
algebraic equationc, Pan~m'> .. 
6.--\.A Soh·e and explam rwo-step equnr10os Post-~.;tru·ch --MoYing Straight 
invoh·ing whol.e numbers ming iin·erse Ab.:iad·· (could also 
opera11ouc; inco1porare in 
assessmenr preparati.on 
pre.-,\farch since 
"Vanab!es and 
Parreriu ·• is post-
JfarchJ 
6.A.5 Solw ~1mple proportiC1ns mthin context Post-:\1arch '·S tretduug and 
Shrinking .. 
--compru·in.~ and 
Scaliu.Q .. 
6.A.6 EvalmtT<' formulas for ginn iupur values Pre-March <'Covenng and 
(circumference. area. \·alum£>. distance. Sm'round1ng .. 
temperature, mterest. etc.) 
6.G.l Cakul:ite the leug.rb of corresponding sides Pre-March Could mco1poraff in 
of siuulcu· trirmg-les n i;111g proporti1mal "Shnpe-:. and Designs" 
reasourn_g and·or ac;;essment 
pr~arano11 !This wzfl 
erennwiil be 
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addressed more 
rhorough(1· in 
' 'Srrerchir:g and 
Shrinkin~ ") 
6.G.2 Detemune the area of triangles and Pre-March ··coverrng and 
quadrilateral<> (squ,1re, rectaugles. rhombi. S u.rrow1dtn g · · 
and trapezoids} and develop formula; 
6.G.3 G'se a variety of strategies to find the area of Pre-March '·Covermg and 
re1Wlar and irre2ufar poh·2ons S urrotmd1112 .. 
-
6. G A Determine tbe ,-olunit• of rectangular prisms Pre-March Supplemental topic to _, ·i;o 
by cornmng cubes and d~wlop rhe fonuula explore before :,.1 
asse;;smeut (will be -
-· 
thoro11f{hly addressed~'.~ 
in T"' ~mde unit ' -. 
,-, 
.: .. 
"Filling and ·~ 7 ~1 
Wrcwl)ing ''.) -
-
6.G.S Identify rndim. diam~ter. chords and central Pre-March ··conrrng and 
anglec; of a circle Smrou11du1g .. (aiso 
inco;porme chords and 
cemrai mw:le.sJ 
6.G.6 L'uderstaud the relatiouslup bemeen tbe Pre-March ··Co\·errng ~nd 
diameier and rnd1us of a ci.rcle .. Surrouud1112 
6.G.7 Detefllllne th;: an?a aud cu·cumfi>rence of a Pre-March "Covenng aud 
nrcle. m111g the appropriate formula S urrouud1ng .. 
6.G.S Calculate 1he are-a of a >ecror of a circle. Pre-Ma..--c h lnC'Orporate into 
giYen rhc ui::.•a<..ure- C'f a cenm\I nngl.:- and the "'Con:>nng aud 
radius of the cucle Snn oundin2 .. 
6.G .9 T.:odersraud rhe relariouslup berween the Pre-March '"C'ovenng and 
ctrrumference and rhe dian1eter of a cirdt- Sll!TOt1lld1Ug·· 
6.G.10 Identify nnd plot points m all four quadrants Post-:Y1arch '"Accenn1ate the 
~e2atiw .. 
6.G.11 Calculate the area of ba'>ic polygon; drawn Post-:\1arch --cownng <ind 
on a coordlflaie pl:m-e {recrnngles and .. Sw·round1ng 
~hapes compo<>ed of rectangle5 ha\1ng. sides ··stretcluug and 
1vitli inteQer lenflth<..) Shrinki112--
6.:\'1.1 >1easurt- capac1ty and c,,k11l:ite Yolume of a Pre-M,'\!"Ch Science curnculum/ 
-.:.:"\ 
rectan_gnl:u· pnsm Supplemental topic to' 
explore before 
. ;· 
assessment (will be 
- ~--
rhorou!{hiy addressed 
in t" erode unit 
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"Filling and _:?;-
Wravvin~ "j ~!. .. "' ; ;• 
6.:\·1.2 Identify rn~omary urut!':. of capacity (cups. Pre-March Work 1ll Elementary '.;. T 
-· p11lts. qu.t1i'>. and gnHon<;.-l ScbooliScieuce I -. : 
' curriculum ·8;-,-" 
6.:\1.3 Identify eqtti\·.?.Jenr cu~lom<1ry milts of Pre-March Work in Elementary -_ ., ' 
capacity ( cup~ lo pmrs. pi.ill'> to quarts, and -$choolJScience ~- _ 
quarts to 2allom) curriculum -::-=;:;, 
6.:\1.4 Identify metric. unit~ of capac:1ty ( Jirer and Pre-March Work ill Elementary 
milWiter l School· Science ' ---
curriculum 
-
6.::\1.5 Identify equ1n1Je11t metric w1m of capadty Pre-MaJch Work in Elementary~ .-. 
(milliliter ro liter m1d liter to milliliter) ~chool'Scieuce ' _- r 
,< 
curriculum ··,:... ,_ ~~-. 
6.::\1.6 Detennme the too1 and technique to Pre-March W~rk in Elementary"';'. 
measure with au appropnate leYel of School/Scie11ce - .;.--~::; 
-
-precision. ca1Jacity curriculum • 
6.::\1. 7 E ~timare \ 'olumt> area. and circumference Pre-March ··Coyenng nnd 
(see fi!.!11r.:<. ide1)tified m 2eomerrv strand) 
.... ... . 
StlITOll!ldrng .. (2-D 
meac;urement. 3-D = 
Supplemental topic to 
explori: before 
as<,e;~mc:-ut iu 
con,1unchon w11h 6. G.4 
aud 6.M.1) 
6.:u.s Justify the reasonabl.:ner,-; of estimate; Pre-March Embedded throughout 
proQ'ram 
6.:\1.9 Detennrne per<,oual references for capacity Pre-March Work in Eleme1itary; ,~t 
School/Sc-ience · , ,;"; 
, 
program ( ; 
6.S.l Develop rhe c-oucep1 of sampling " ·hen Post-:\1arcb .. Data About l.-s·' 
collectmg dat~ from a population and 
decide the beo:.t mNhod to collect data for a 
particular qu~1iou 
6.S.2 Record dnta m a freQuencv rnble Post-:\·farrh - Data A!xlut l:>'" 
6.S.3 Construct \-cun d1..wr:uu; to ~ort cfata Po5t-~1arch .. Prime T m1e .. 
6.S.4 Deten ume and Jll'>tify the mo;t appropritite Po~t-March ·-Onta Abour t:s·· 
graph co display A given ~er of data 
(pictograph. bar graph. hne graph. 
histoirrrun. or circle _graph) 
6.S.5 Detern.1111e the menn. n~ode. r111d m~dian for Pre-March Work in Elementary 
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a Qff<"U !.<"t of cbia Sd100L!Embed .in Y2~\ "' 
asses!.Illent preparation 
(also addressed in ,\.;.,_ · , 
"Dara About Us" p°O-lt~-
March-see .. 
imrod11C1ory notes ':~ " " ::.t "' 
above) --;:-,. 
6.S.6 Dt"rt-nnine 1he rauge fo1 i'l giwn set of data Pre-Marcil Work m Elementary --
SchooL Embed in ~ 
assessment prepara\iQn' 
(also addressed in 
"Darn About Us" post:.· 
_\1arch - see -~ 
hitrodttcrory notes ';jt 
above) -
6.S.7 Read ;rnd interprN graph-. Pre-March Work 111 Elementary ; ,: 
School 'Embed in .:._ 
as ~e ssment preparati_O,~~ 
(aiso addressed in 
"Dara About Us" pos_t-
A1arch-see 
imroducio1r nor:es 
above) 
' 
.~::-· -<! 
6.S.8 Jusnfy predtmons mad<? from cfata Pre-Marcil Work in Elementary~§: ~ 
School1'Embed. in ;: )~ 
as~e-s!.ment preparatiJo 
s (qlso addressed in:._ 
"Data Abouc Us'1 polt-
_-,.,.farcl1 - see --~: ...... 
iiin·oducton notes l 
.,_ 
above) 
6.S.9 L1sr possible m11come; for compound Post-Yfarch "\\:lrnt do You 
eYents Expecr~·-
6.S.10 Decermrne the probability of d<?peu&.nt Post-Marc-h ·wunt do You 
e\'eut> Expec-r"'" 
6.S.11 Dtiremune tl1e number .:1f posc;1ble outcome.~ Post-2\1arcb ·whar do You 
for n comp•)tlOd en•nc by nsUlg rhe Expet1"'·-
fund.:1111e11rnl counting principle and use this 
ro dete1mine rht- protiab1lnies of events 
wheu rhe ourrome5 haw equal probability 
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:"\umber Performance Inclicntor Pre- C \IP ruit or 
.:uarchfPost- Suggestion for 
!\farcb rucorporarion into 
Testiu2 Yea1· 
Grnde 7 
7.:'\.l DistUJgu1~h berwecn rbe ,·anous ~ubsets of Pre-March Mini-llllit on Sets/S\11>-" 
real numbers (co111ning-·-namral numbers, . :..:.~ sets of Number ·''« 
whole munbt?-r<>, integers. ranonal numbers. Systems - embed ~t _ ~~; 
aud irrnltonal numbers) beginniu~ of -' · :J; 
.._ ~ !" 
"Accentua te the ~~~~·~ 
Ne2attve" 
4,. 
" 
7.:'\.2 Recogrnze tht> differt>nce betwet>n rational Pre-March Milli-unit on Sets!Sl!b .:. .. 
and 1.rranonaJ nul!lben. Ce .~ .. explN~ sets of Ntunber --
- -
.i.· 
differem approxim:uiou;; of]() Systems - embed at \ . 
begiruung of .. . 
··Accenruate the 
-Ne2atin•" 
. 
., 
7.:'.'\.3 Place r.:uio1rnl nnd irratio1!al mw1ber;; Pre-March Mini-unit on Sets/Sub~·:,. 
(approxunario:l~) on :l number lme and sets of Number -?'~" 
jmtify the placement of i'.lc numbers Systemr; - embed at -:r;,:· 
beginning of ~, ..... ~- , -~-. 
··Accentuai:e rh~ ,. a'.>. 
Ne!!ative .. .. .~~-1 7.:_c_ 
7.~A Den~lop rhe laws of exp1.•nems for Pre-Mard\ Supplemenra l topic to-=--
m111r1plic;Hiou C111d d1nsiou explore before -.. ~....., 
. 
assesc.mt""'.:it 
' 
7.:'.'\.5 ·wrire numb?-rs tn sc1ennfic uotauou ?re-lvlarch Supplemental topic t¢' 
explore before __ , 
assessme,ntEScience-3;;,7 
~-' 
curriculum -~:-.·· 
7.:'.'\.6 Trnu~Jate m11nber; from ;cientific notation Pre-March Supplememal topic tg_;;, 
into standard form explore before .· 
assessment/Science ~ft 
curriculum :O-.."·:--~ 
7.:'\.7 Compar~ numbers u1 ic1euuiic not:H1ou Pre-March Supplemeutal topic tp .. 
explore before - -. 
~ 
a r;sessment ·science 
cuniculum 
-
7.:'.'\.S Filld rh~ collllll(le factor;, and g-rt>nr.:-sr Pre-March .. Prune :une 
cotllluo11 factor of two 1.~: wore numbei-s 
7.::".9 Detenmne mul11pl~s and len5t common Pre-March ··Piu11e :lllle .. 
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muluples o f rwo t"•r more numbers 
7.>.10 Deteruun.c> rl1e prime factorization of a Pre-March ''Prune TUll<~--
gjyen number mtd wnte i11 exµouenrial fom1 
7.>.11 Simpltt\ expressions usrng order of Pre-March Incorporate uno 
oper:mons ··Accentuate tbe 
~oce Expre'>stons may rnclude absolute Kegarin• .. 
Yalt11:? and ·or integral t>xponenrs g-ret1ter thnu 
0 
7.:".l:! Add. rnbtrnct. multiply. :me\ dinde integt>rs Pre-March ··Accenmacc- the 
l\e2a11n• 
7.>.13 Adel aud ~ubtrac1 rwo uHege1-s (with ,111d Pre-Mnn:h ··Accenme1ce cl.le 
wttbour the use of a number line) .. Ke2a11n• 
7.:.'\.H De,:e lop n Cl">nceprunl understanding of Pre-March .~upplemenrnl topic t<? -:: 
ne~ati\-.~ nud zero expone:Hs wirh a base of explore before '"--L 
ten aud rel.ate to fral'tions aud decimals ~ssessmeut in f1..,-;.~ 
(e .g ! O-== .~)l=l ' 10{) •,conjuucuou with :_"!: 
scientific notation ,•)':1 
7.~. 1~ Recogmu and srate 1h;:- \·alue of the squ.we Pre.-March Mini-uuit on ~· 
root of a pe1f~ct squ,'\re (np to 215) Sets/Subsets of :c ·~~ 
Number Sntems .. 
7.:\".16 Detenmne El<' ~quare root of non-perfect Pre-March 1'1in.i-U1l it on 
,, 
.. 
squares usiug a cakulator SetslSltbsel5 of ~ 
Number S\~iems ·.· •. 
7.:\°.17 Clas'>ifr urnrional number.; as oou- Pre-March Mini-unit on -
" 
repeating nou-rernuuat111g decuuals Sets/Subsets of I' ~~. ,, 
Jl<umber S\"'StelllS . . ~ 
7.:.'\.lS Identtf\" the rwo comc>cuti\·e whole numbers Pre-MMch 'Mi.ni-Ulllt 011 ,\ ~~, 
berwt-en which the ~quare root of a non- Sets/Subsets of 
c:: 
pedect square \\·hole m1rnber le~s th.ml 215 Nuru~r Sys1ems "'?.}. 
" lies f\nth and withl)llt the use of a number 
lin \ e . ··' 
7.:'\.19 Jusrify 1::ie reasouablt-ne5s of answers ming ?re-!\.1arch Embedded throughout 
esri.mnt1on pro2ram 
7 .. .\.1 Trau ;Jare two-\.iep wrbal expression; im o Pre-March ··Vnnal)ler, and 
algebra.1c ex.pre~;;,io1!s Patt ems .. ·Stretching 
and Shrinkiug"· 
e ·::'vio\·iog Str.ught 
Ahead" post-).,larch) 
7 . ...\..2 Acid <ind <:.ubrrncr mouom1als with Post-Marc.h "Say ir wlfh Symbols'' 
e.xpoue1m of oue 
7 • ...\..3 Identlfr a polynomial nc, an <dgebraic Post-~arch F ormally 1demifv ii1 
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exprec,<,1011 romawin.Q oue or more t.t>1111s "Sav it w.itll Symbols" 
7.A.-4 Solve multi-step C"quat1om by combining Po5f-~arcb ··say it mth Symbols" 
like terrn<... nsiug the cli<..tn buri\.o> property. 
. 
or monng ,·ariables ro one ;;ide of the 
equation 
7 . ...\..5 Soln• 011.:'-Step uieqnaliti<?5 (poe;itfre Pre-March Supplemental topic to~ " 
coefficient~ only) explore before '! ..... £""') , 
.assessmeut q~ 
.-
7 . ...\..6 Evaluate fon:uulas for giwn input \·alues Pre-March ·'Variable<.. and 
(surface area,, rare. and densiry problems) .. Patterns --Filling and 
\Vraµping .. 
7.A.7 Draw the graphic repre~e:.n:uion of a pattern Post-:\farcb ··yJo\·iug Straight 
from an em1aiion or from a rnble of dara Ahead' ' 
7 . ...\..8 Create algebraic par.emc, u~111g Post-:\1arcb ":\fonng Straight 
charts, rabies, graphs. eq•1a11ons.. and .~ead'' 
expre<..<;1l'111s 
7 . ...\..9 Build a p<1nem w develop a rule for Po·st -:-.1arcb "Shape~ and Designs·· 
detenDlllt:l~ !he ;um \.'f Ille 10tenor angles 
of po}y_Q01h 
7.A.10 Write :m equanou to represem a fonctiou Post-:-.1arcb ··>.1onug Straight 
from a rabl~ of \alue'> Ahead·' ··Gro.,ving, 
Growurn. Growin~" 
7.G. l Calc11late the radiLE or diameter. gfreu the Pre-March .. co,·ering a11d 
circumference or area of a cll'c1e Surrouudine .. 
7.G.2 Calculate the Yolume of prism~ and Pre-March ·'Fi lling and Wrapping" 
cylinder~. using. a given fonuufa <iud a 
calculator 
7.G.3 Identify th.: tv•o-d1mensioual shapes that Pre-March --f 1lliug a11d Wrapping" 
make up the foci's ,rnd ba<;es of three-
dime1monal shapes (pns1m cylinders. 
cones. and pyramid<,) 
7.GA Detennme the 5urfnce area of pnsms and Pre-March --filling .l:ld Wrapping'' 
cyliuden. tEing n cakulnr'-)f and a n1riery of 
method.:; 
7.G.5 Identify the right angle. h)l)Cttenme. and Post-:Y1arch "Look111g for 
le~s of a mzhl triru12:1e Pnha.2oras·· 
7.G.6 Explore the relntionslup between the lengths Po5t-:.1arch "'Lookmg. for 
of the three '>ides of a ngln mangle to Pj1h.1gorn<.. .. 
deYelop th~ Pvth.Moree111 Thel)rem 
7.G.7 fwd a um<,mg angle ' ' hen !!i..-en angles of a Pre-March · ·Shape>~ ,1r;d Designs'" 
quadnlaternl 
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7.G.S lise rhe Pnhagort>an TI1eort'1U to determine Post-}.1arch '·Looki112 for 
the unknown lengrh of :i side of a right P~1hagor:is·· 
triam1le 
7.G.9 Detenmne wherha- n gi\·en tna11gle is a Po5.t-:\1arch .. Lookrng for 
righr :na!lgle b\' applyl:.lg rhe Pythagorean P~·thagor:i<, .. 
Theorem aud usmQ a caknlaror 
7.G.10 Graph the ~ohmo!l <,et of au inequality Pre-~-farch Supplemental topl.c tol 
(po'>illY<' co.:>fficiems only) ou a number line explore before "·• .r .. 
?'!- "-=-
a.sse-ssmem - <;<- ~' ~. 
7.~I.1 Calculate di&tance mrng a map Post-:\1arch ··Stretching and 
Shrulki n g .. 
.. Comparmg and 
Scalim~·· 
7.~I.1 Conwn capacities nnd \·olumes wirhin a Pre-March .. Filling aud 
gtn'>u -;ysrem \Vrapping ·· .. Science 
cwiicululll 
L \I.3 Idenrifv cm:oman· an<l metnc umts of ma_.;:s Pre-March Science cuniculum 
7.~IA Con"•e11 nrnss \:i.·ithrn a _i;in·eu sv~rem Pre-March Science cun-iculum . 
7.~I.5 Calculate unit pric~ u<..i.ng propomom Po;r-:Yiarcb ··companng and 
Scaliniz .. 
7.)1.6 Compase unit pnce Po~r-:Yfarcb ··companug and 
Scalin2 ·· 
7.:\1. 7 Con...-.;-11 money betwi?-?n differem Posr-?-..1arch Could inco1vorate in 
currencu:·s with the :1>.:' of an exchange rate ··companng and 
table and a ca.kutuor Scaling .. or preparation 
for a;<,es<,.ruent pre-
March gth 12rade 
7.:\1 .S Drnw co::-nrral angle5 u1 a giwu circle u<;ing a Pre-March ··Bits :md ?ieces Ir 
prou-acror (C'irde .graphs) 
7.~I.9 Detennine the rool and teclmiq·ue to Pre-March Science curriculum ,,, 
measure wi<b au 3ppropnate leYel of ,· ~..:::-:- - l 
-
precis ion: 1!1ass •'!. ·, 
7.~I.10 Ideunfy the re 1ationslup berweeu re latiYe Pre-March ··SlL'1pe~ and Designs" 
en-or and magntn1de wheu dealing with Problem 3 6 
large numbet» (e.g .. mouey, populmion) (""Analyzing Measuring 
Enws··) 
7.:U .11 Estimare rnrface area Pre-1'.farch "F11li1Ht. and \\'rapping" 
L\1.12 Derennine personal 1 ef ~ences for Pu-l\farch Work in ElementCU).' 
cm.rom<ll)·tmet11c 111urs of mas5 School1 Science •' 
curriculum 
7.~1.1.3 Ju<,nfr th~ r~a~oaabl~i:ess of the mass of an Pre-March Work in Elementary 
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object Schc:>°V.Science !·~~~·~~~, 
c.umculum .• ,,: "', 
7.S.1 Identify and collect data u~ing a \'rui.ety of Pre-March ·-Data About Us.,/ 
methods ···what Do You 
Expect'?·· 
7.S.2 D1splav cbta in a cirde !:!raPh Pre-March .. Bits aud Pieces Ir' 
7.S.3 Convert nt\\. darn into double bar grnphs <lnd Pre-Mard1 illcorpornre Double bar 
double lme graphs g-i·aph; Ul ·'Data About 
l X': Incorporate 
double hne graphs in 
·-vanables and 
Pcitte:rns" (e.g., Problem 
3.1) 
7.S.4 Cakulate the rauge for a gin?n set of data Pre-March .. Darn About Us" 
7.S.5 Select the approp1·inte meas\U-e of central Pre-March .. Data About us·' 
renclencv 
7.S.6 Read and inrerpret data r~pre5entc-d Pre-March ··Bir~ and Piece:; IT'/ 
graphically ( picwgrnph. bar graph. ··Darn About Us''/ 
h1stogt«Hll line grnph. double hne:bar ··Vanables and 
Q1'aphs, or circle Qraph.;) Patt ems . . 
7.S .7 Identify and explain mis!10>ading -;tat1stics Pre-March -·Data About Us"'/ 
and graph~ ... Variables and 
Pattern<>··; .. Comparing 
and Scahug·' 
7.S.8 Interpret data to pro,-ide th.:- basi~ for Pre-March .. '\Vhat do You 
predictious and to establi~h experimemal Expecr:·· 
probabihtie; 
7.S.9 DetetUlult> the Yalid1ty of --)<llllphng methods Pre-March ··w11at do You 
ro predict outcomes Exoecr~ · · 
7.S.10 Predict tho:> outcome of ~xpen1!1em Pre-March .. '\\1lat do You 
Expe{'r:·· 
7.S. 11 De<..1gu and con.duct an expenm~nt <o te.sr Pre-March ·'\\1.lat do You 
pred1ctiou s Expecr:· · 
7.S.12 Compare ~cm .. :ll remlr.s ro predicted results Pre-March --\Vl1at do You 
Expe{'t: · 
Problem Solv inl!. 
Studellts will build new m athemaJica/ 
knowledge through problem solving. 
6.PS. I Know the difference bt!tween 
relevant and irrelevant information when 
solving problems 
6.PS.2 Understand that some ways of 
representing a problem are more 
efficient than others 
6.PS.3 lnterprel information 
correctly, identify the problem. and 
generate possible strategh:s and 
solutions 
Students will solve problems that arise 
in maJhematics and in other contexts 
6.PS.4 Act out or modi!! wilh 
manipulatives activities involving 
mathematical content from literature 
6.PS.5 Formulate prohlems and 
solutions from everyday si tuations 
6.PS.6 Translate from a 
picture/diagram to a numaic expression 
6.PS.7 Represent problem situations 
verbally, numerically, algebraically. 
, and/or graphically 
6.PS.8 Select an appropriat..: 
representation of a problem 
6.PS.9 Understand the basic 
language of logic in mathematical 
situations (and, or. and n0t) 
Students will apply and adapt 11 1•ariety 
of appropriate str11tegies to solve 
problems. 
6.PS. IO Work in collaboration \\ ith 
others to solve problems 
6.PS.11 Translate from a 
picture/diagram to a number or S) mbolic 
expression 
6.PS.12 Use trial and error and the 
process of elimination to solve 
problems 
6.PS.13 Model problems with 
pictures/diagrams or physicaJ objects 
6.PS.14 Analyze problems by 
observing patterns 
6.PS.15 Make organized lists ort:harts 
to solve numerical problems 
Students will monitor and reflect on the 
process of maJhematical problem 
solving. 
6.PS.16 Discuss with peers to 
understand a problem situation 
6.PS.17 Determine what information is 
needed to solve problem 
6.PS.18 Determine the efficiency of 
different representations of a 
problem 
6.PS.19 Differentiate be1ween valid and 
invaJid approaches 
6.PS.20 Understand valid 
counterexamples 
6.PS.21 Explain the methods and 
reasoning behind the problem solving 
.. ._. .. ..,_:_ ....... ,. 
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Appendix B 
New York State Standards at a Glance 
Rcasonin2 and Proof 
Students will 
recogni:e reasrming 
and proof as 
fundamental aspects 
of mathematics. 
6.RP. I Recognize 
that mathematical 
ideas can be supported 
using a 
variety of strategies 
6. RP.2 Understand 
tha1 mathematical 
statements can be 
justified. using 
models. facts and 
relationships 10 
explain their thinking 
Students will make 
anti investigate 
nwtlremntical 
conjedures. 
6.RP.3 Investigate 
conjectures. using 
argumenls and 
appropriate 
mathematical terms 
6. RP.4 Make and 
evaluate conjectures. 
using a varicl) of 
strategies 
Students H•ill develop 
and evuluuli! 
nwtflematicul 
arguments and 
proofs. 
6.RP.5 Justify 
general claims or 
conjeclurcs. using 
manipula1ivcs. models. 
expressions. and 
mathematical 
relationships 
6. RP.6 Develop 
and explain an 
argument verbally. 
numerically, 
algebraically. and/or 
g raphically 
6.RP.7 Verify 
claims other students 
make, using examples 
and 
counterexamples when 
appropriate 
Students will select 
and use variouf types 
of reasoning tmd 
metlrorls of proof 
6.Rr.8 Justif) an 
arg.umen1 through 
cxampJ.:vcountercxam 
pies and special cases 
6.RP.9 Di:vi~e 
Communication 
S tudents will organize 
011d co11solidatt!. their 
mathematical thinking 
through communication. 
6.CM.I Provide an 
organized thought process 
that is correct, complete, 
coherent, and clear 
6.CM.2 Explain a 
rationale for strategy 
selection 
6.CM.3 Organize and 
accurately label work 
Students will 
comnumicate their 
m111hematical thinking 
cohere11tly and clearly to 
peers, teachers, and 
others. 
6.CM.4 Share organized 
mathematicaJ ideas 
through the manipulation 
of objectS. numerical 
tables. drawings, pictures, 
charts. graphs. tables, 
diagrams. models. and 
symbols in written and 
verbaJ form 
6.CM.5 Answer 
clarifying questions from 
others 
S t11de11ts 111ill analyze and 
evaluaLt the 
mathematical thlllking 
and strmegies of others. 
6.CM.6 Understand 
mathematical solutions 
shared by other students 
6.CM.7 Raise quest ions 
chat elicit. extend. or 
challenge others ' thinking 
6.CM.8 Consider 
strategics used and 
solutions found by others 
in relation to their own 
work 
Stt1dents will use the 
language of mathematics 
to express mathematical 
ideas precisely. 
6.CM.9 Increase their use 
of mathematical 
vocabulary and language 
when communicating with 
others 
6.CM.10 Use appropriate 
vocabulary when 
describing objects. 
relationships. 
mathematicaJ solutions, 
and rationale 
6.CM.11 Decode and 
comprehend matbemalicaJ 
Connections 
Students will 
recognize and use 
connections among 
mathematical ideas. 
6.CN.l 
Understand and make 
connections and 
conjectures in their 
everyday 
experiences to 
mathematical ideas 
6.CN.2 Explore 
and explain the 
relationship between 
mathematical ideas 
6.CN.3 Connect 
and apply 
mathematical 
information to solve 
problems 
Students will 
understand how 
maJhemnticu/ ideas 
interconnect and 
build on one another 
to produce a 
coherent whole. 
6.CN.4 Understand 
multiple 
representations and 
how they are related 
6.CN.5 Model 
situations with 
objects and 
representations and 
he able to 
draw conclusions 
Students will 
recognize and apply 
mathematics in 
contexts outside of 
m aJltematics. 
6.CN.6 Recognize 
and provide examples 
of the presence of 
mathematics 
in their daily lives 
6.CN.7 Apply 
mathematics to 
problem situations 
that develop outside 
of mathematics 
6.CN.8 
Investigate the 
presence of 
mathematics in 
careers and areas of 
interest 
6.CN.9 Recognize 
and apply 
mathematics to other 
disciplines and areas 
of interest 
R eoresenf.ation 
S tude11ts will create 
and use representations 
to organiz.e, rt!.cord, 
and communicate 
mathen1alical ideas. 
6.R.l Use physical 
objects, drawings, 
charts, tables, graphs, 
symbols, 
equations, and 
technology as 
representations 
6.R.2 Explain, 
describe, and defend 
mathematical ideas 
using 
representations 
6.R.3 Read, interpret, 
and extend external 
models 
6.R.4 Use standard and 
nonstandard 
representations with 
accuracy and 
detail 
S tude11ts will selecJ, 
apply, and trans/ale 
among matlte.maticnl 
representations to sofre 
problems. 
6.R.5 Use models 10 
explore problem 
situations 
6.R.6 Investigate 
relationships between 
different representations 
and 
their impact on a given 
problem 
S tudents will use 
represenJations to 
model and interpret 
physical, soda/, and 
mathematical 
phenomena. 
6.R.7 Use mathematics 
to show and understand 
physical phenomena 
(i.e., determine the 
perimeter ofa bulletin 
board) 
6.R.8 Use mathema1ics 
to show and understand 
sociaJ phenomena (i.e .. 
construct tables to 
organize data showing 
book sales) 
6.R.9 Use 
mathematics to show 
and understand 
mathematicaJ 
phenomena (i.e., Find 
the missing value: 
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lloumber and Srn•t Aletbn t;eomerry Measure.me.or Smtistic nd Prob.ohilirv 
Students will undrn1(1nd numbers, nuilliple ways Students will S111deJ1ts will use Stu dents will StudenJS will collect, 
of representing numbers, rdl11innships umong represenJ and visullli1.ation and spatial determine what can organize, display, and 
numbers, and number svstem.s. analyze reasoning lo analyze be measured and analyudatll. 
6.l'U Read and \\Tite whole numbers to trillions "lgebraic"llY a churaderistics and how, using Collcc ton ofDat;i 
6.N.2 Define and identify the commutative and wide variety of properties appropriale methods 6.S~'f beyCfop tlie concept 
associative propenies of addition and multiplication problem solving of geometric shapes and formulas. of sampling when 
6.NJ Define and ldcntil)· the distributive pmpeny si1uations S hapes Units of Measure collecting data frqm a 
of multiplication over addition Variablcs and 6.G.1 Calculate the 6.M. I Measure population and decide the 
6.N.4 Define and ident1 fy the identity and inverse Expressions length of corresponding capaci 1y and best method to collect data 
properties of addition and muhiplica11on li_.\.ITranslate s ides of similar trlangles. calculate volume of for a particular --
6.N.5 Define and identify the zero properly of two-step verbal using proponional a rectangular prism question -:--·, 
multiplication expressions into reasoning 6.M.2 Identify OrganiZl!tfon and 
6.N.6 Understand 1he concept of rate algebraic 6.G.2 Determine the area customary units or Display of Data 
6.N.7 Express equivalent ratios us a proportion expressions of triangles and capacily (cups. pm ts_ 6.S.2 Record data in a 
6.N.8 Distinguish the dillerence between rate and Students will quadrilaterals (squares, quans, and gallons) frequ~cytable ·. -
ratio perform rectangles. rhombi. and 6.M.J Identify 6.s;:J Construct Venn 
6.N.9 Solve propon1ons using equivalent fractions ulgl!-braic trapezoids) and develop equivalent diagrams to sort data 
6.N.10 Verify the proportionality usmg the product procedures formulas customary units or 6.S.4 Determine and 
of the means equals the product of the extremes (!CCII rtlf e"v. 6.GJ Use a varieiy of capacity (cups to justify themost 
6.N.J I Read. write. and identify percents of a whole Variables and strategies to find the area pints, pints to quans. appropriate graph to . 
(O°loto 100%) t::~prcssions of regular and irregular and quans to display a given set of data 
6.N.12 Solve pen:ent problems 11woll' ing perccn1. 6_4..2 Use polygons gallons) (pictograph, bar graph, 
rate, and base substitution to 6.G.4 Determine: lhc 6.M.4 Identify line graph, histogram, or 
6.N.13 Define absolute vHlue and dc1t:nmne lhe evaluate volume of rectangular metric units or circle graph) 
absolute value or ralional nurnbcrs ( including algebraic prisms by counting cubes capacity (liter and Analysis of Data 
positive and negative) expressions and develop the formula milliliter) 6.S.S Detennine the mean, 
6.N.14 Locate rational numbers on a number line (may include (1.G.5 Identify radius, 6.M.S ldenufy mode and median for a 
(including positive and n~gative) exponents of diameter. chords W1d equivalent metric given set of data 
6.N.15 Order ratmnal numbers (tndudmg positive one, two and central angles of a circle unns of capacity 6.S.6 Detennine the range 
and negat ive) three} 6.G.6 Understand the (milliliter to liter and for a given set of data 
Students will undl!.rstond meanings of operations Equations and relationship between the liter to millililer) 6 .S.7 Read and interpret 
and procedures, and how they relate to one Inequalities diameter and radius of a Tools and Methods graphs 
another. 6.A.J Translate · circle 6.M.6 Determine the Students will make 
Operations 1wo-s1ep verbal 6.G.7 Determine the area 1001 and technique to predidions tllaJ ore based 
6.N.16 Add and subtract fractions with unlike equations into and circumference of a measure with an upon data analysis 
denominators algebraic circle. using the appropriate Predictions from Data 
6.N.17 Multiply and d ivid1: 1Tac1ions with unlike equations appropriate formula level of precision 6.S.8 Justify predictions 
denominators 6.A.4 Solve and 6.G.8 Calculate the area capacity made from data 
6.N.18 Multiply and divide mi.xcd numbers with explain two-step of a sector of a c ircle. StudenJs will Students will Uflderstand 
unlike denominators equations given the measure of a develop straugies and apply amcepts of 
6.N.19 Identify the muhiplicalive inverse involving whole central angle and the for estimating probabiliry 
(reciprocal) of a number numbers using radius of lhe circle measurements. Probability 
6.N.20 Represent fractions as termmaltng or inverse 6.G.9 Understand the Estimation 6.S.9 List possible 
repeating decimals ope.rations relationship between th~ 6.M.7 Es1imatc outcomi:s for compound 
6.N.21 Find multiple representations of rational 6.A.5 Solve circumference and the volume. area. and events • 
numbers (fraction~. decimals. and percents 0 to I 00) simple diameter ofa ci1clc circumference (sec 6.SJO Determine the 
6.N.22 Evaluate numerical expressions using order proponions Students wiJJ apply figures identified m probabilitY. of dependent 
of operations (may \\~thin context r:oordi.note ge1Jmeuy to geometry strand) events 
include exponents of two and lhrcc) 6 .. \.6 Evaluate analyze problem solving 6.M.8 Justify the 6.S.11 oaerrnine the 
6. .23 Represent repeated multiplication m li:irmulas for situations reasonableness or number ~f possible 
exponential form given input Coordinate Geometry estimates outcomes for a compound 
6.N.24 Represent exponential form as repeated \'lllucs 6.c.10 tdeiltify and i>1or 6.M .9 Determine event by using the 
multiplication (circumference, points in all four personal references fundamerital counting 
6.N.25 Evaluate expressions having expom:nts tirea volume, qued(ants ;,;- , for capacity principle.and use this to 
where the power 1s an exponenl of one. two. or three distance, 6.G.11 Calculate the area determine the probabilities 
SwdenlS will compute orcuratt:~I' "nd m"ke temperature. of basic polygons dra\¥11 of events when the 
reasonoble estimates. 1n1ercs1. etc.) on a c00rd1nate plane" outcomes have equal 
Estimation (recumgles iuld s~apes probability 
6.N.26 Estimate a percent of quan11ry (0% to 100%) compased of rectangles 
6.N.27 Justify the rcasonRblcness nf ans\\ers using having sides with integer 
estimation (includine roundinel len-2.ths) 
Problrm Solvine. 
Stude111s will build new 
matlitmntical knowftdgt through 
probltm solving 
7.PS. I Use a variety ofs1ratrg1es 
to understand new 
mathematical content and to 
develop more efficient methods 
7.PS.2 Constroct appropriate 
extensions to problem situations 
7.PS.J Understand and 
demonstrate how wrinen symbols 
represent mathematical ideas 
StudenJs will sofvt problems that 
arise in mathematics and in other 
contexts. 
7.PS.4 Observe panems a11d 
formulate generalizations 
7. PS.5 Make conjectures from 
generalizations 
7.PS.6 Represent problem 
situations verbally, numerically. 
algebraically, and graphically 
Studtnts will apply and adapt a 
variety of appropriatt struttgia 
to salve problems. 
7.PS.7 Under.;tand that there is no 
one right way to solve 
mathematical problems bu! that 
different methods have advantages 
and disadvantages 
l.PS.8 Understand how to 
·reak a complex problem 111to 
simpler parts or use a similar 
problem type to solve a problem 
7.PS.9 Work backwards from 
a solution 
7.PS.10 Use proportionality to 
model problems 
7.PS. 11 Work in collaboration 
with others LO solve problems 
StudtnJs will monitor and reffed 
on the proctss of mUlhenwticuf 
problem solving. 
7.PS.12 Interpret solutions within 
lhe given constraints of a problem 
7.PS.13 Set expectations and 
limits for possible solutions 
7.PS.14 Determine information 
required to solve the problem 
7.PS.15 Choose methods for 
obtaining required information 
7.PS.16 Justify solution methods 
through logical argument 
7.PS.17 Evaluate the efficiency of 
different representations of a 
problem 
Rusooine Rnd Proof 
Student.f wiff reet1gnize 
rt.'USoning and proof a.f 
fundament"l aspects of 
maJhemotics. 
7.RP.I Recognize that 
mathematical ii.leas can be 
supported by a variety of 
strategies 
7 .ltP.2 Understand 
1hat mathematical 
statements can be j ustified 
usmg 
inductive reasoning 
Studenls will make om{ 
im•1wigotl! mnthematical 
conjectures. 
7.RP.J Investigate 
WnJ<!Clures in 
mathematical temts, using 
mathematical 
srraJegir.:s to reach a 
conclusion 
7.RP.4 Ev11luate 
COnJectures by 
d1s11nguishmg relevant 
from irrelevant 
information to reach A 
conclus1on or make 
appropnatc estimates 
7.Rl'.5 Provide 
supportive arguments for 
conJectures 
Studen1s will develop tmd 
evaluate mathemaricaf 
argumt'nl~ and proaff. 
7.RP.6 Jushl} general 
clanns using inductive 
rea.~omng 
7.RP.7 De11clop. 
explain.. and ve.ri fy an 
arl!ument using 
mathematical idc<IS 
and language 
S111dt:nts w1 II se leCI and 
use various typ..:s of 
re.asoning and methods of 
proor 
Students will select and 
use various rypes of 
re11soning and mt!lhotls of 
proof 
7.RP.8 Justify an 
argument by us mg a 
systematic approach 
7.RP.9 Devise ways to 
verify results. using 
counterexamples and 
indirect 
pro xii'. 
Communication 
Studems wiff argonize and co11solidate 
their malhemalical thinking lhrough 
communication. 
7.CM.I Provide a correct. complete. 
coherent. and clear rationale for 
thought process used in problem 
solving 
7 .CM.2 Provide an organin:d 
argument which explains rationale for 
strategy sel~tion 
7.CM.J Organize and aCCUJ"ately label 
work 
Students will communicate their 
mothtmfllical thinking collere111/y and 
clearly to peers, 
teachers, and others. 
7.CM.4 Share organized mathematical 
ideas through the manipulation of 
objects, numerical tables, drawings, 
pictures, chans, graphs, tables, 
diagrams. models and symbols in 
wrirren and verbal form 
7 .CM.S Answer clarifying queslions 
from others 
Studt11ts will tmn{ne (Ind eval11Me the 
m111hemalical thinking and w11tegies 
of others. 
7.CM.6 Analyze mathematical 
solutions shared by others 
7.CM.7 Compare strategies used and 
solutions found by others in relation ro 
their own work 
7.CM.8 Formulate mathematical 
questions that elicit, extend. or 
challenge strntcgies. solutions, andfor 
conJ~lures of others 
Stutltnts wilf use ihe language of 
mathematics to express mathematical 
itfeas precisely. 
7.CM.9 Increase !heir use of 
mathematical vocabulary and language 
when 
communicating with others 
7.C tl.10 Use appropriate language. 
represcntauons. and terminology when 
descnbing objed.S, relationships, 
mathematical solutions, and rationale 
7 .Cl\1. I I Draw conclusions about 
mathematical ideas through decoding, 
comprehension and interpretation of 
mathematical visuals. symbols. and 
technical writing 
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Coo ncctions 
SrudenJs wifl recognize 
and use connections 
among matlremnticaf 
ideas. 
7.CN.1 Understand and 
make connections among 
multiple representations 
of the same mathematical 
idea 
7.CN.2 Recognize 
connections between 
subsets of mathematical 
ideas 
7.CN.J Connect and 
apply a variety of 
strategies to solve 
problems 
Studen/s will understand 
how nwth emuticul ideas 
in1ercon11ect and build 
on one another to 
produce a coherent 
whole. 
7.CN.4 Model 
situations with OhJects. 
representations and 
equations. 
draw conclusions. and 
formulate new situations 
7.CN.5 Understand how 
models in one area of 
mathematics can be used 
10 solve problems in 
other areas of 
mathematics 
Students will recogni:tt 
and apply matftem111ics 
in confJ!Xls outside of 
matlU!ITlatics. 
7.CN.6 Recognize 
and provide examples of 
the presence of 
mathematics in their daily 
lives 
7.CN.7 Apply 
mathematical ideas lo 
problem situations that 
develop outside of 
mathematics 
7.CN.8 Investigate the 
presence of mathematics 
in careers and areas of 
interest 
7.CN.9 Recognize 
and apply mathematics to 
other disciplines. areas of 
interest. and societal 
issues 
Reorcsentalion 
StudenlS will create and use 
representations lo orgt111ize, 
re.cord, and commu11icote 
mathematical ideas. 
7 .R.l Use physical objects. 
drawings, charts, tables, graphs, 
symbols, 
equations, and technology as 
representations 
7.R.2 Explain, describe, and 
defend mathematical ideas using 
representalions 
7.RJ Recognize, compare, and 
use an array of representalional 
forms 
7.R.4 Explain how different 
representations express the same 
relationship 
7.R .S Use standard and non-
standard representations with 
accuracy and detail 
Students wiU sckct, opply, 0111/ 
translate amo11g mathematic1d 
representnlio11s to sol~e 
probltms. 
7.R.6 Use models to explore 
problem situations 
7.R.7 Investigate relationships 
between different 
representations and their impact 
on a given problem 
7.R.8 Use representation a.~ 11 
tool for exploring and 
understanding mathematical 
ideas 
Students will use 
representations to motlel and 
i11terpret pltysiC11/, social, and 
mntlrematicnf phenomena. 
7.R.9 Use mathematics to show 
and undent.and physical 
phenomena 
(i.e., make and interpret scale 
drawings of figures or scale 
models of objects) 
7 .R.10 Use mathematics 10 
show and understand social 
phenomena 
(i.e., detennine profit from sale 
of yearbooks) 
7 .R.11 Use mat:hematics to 
show and understand 
mathematical phenomena (i.e., 
use tables, graphs, and equations 
to show a panem underlying a 
function) 
Number and Sense Oper ations 
Swdents will understand numbus. mu/Jiple w11ys of 
represenlint numbers, rdlltionships omong n11mbus. 
a11d 1111111bu systems. 
Number S)'S1ems 
7.N. I Distinguish between 1hc various subse1s of real 
numbcTs 
(coun1ing/na1ural num~ whole numbers, in1eg<m>. 
rational numbers, and irrational numbers) 
7.N.2 Recognize the difference between rational and 
irrational numbers (i c., explore d11fercn1 
approximalions of ) 
7.N.3 Place ra1ional and irrational numbers 
(apj)«>ximations) on a nambet lmc and justify lhc 
placemen! or the numbers 
7.N.4 Develop the laws of exponents for muh1phra11on 
and division 
7.N.~ Write numbc,-s in scienlllic nn1a11on 
7.N.6 Transla1c numbers from sc1entilic noia11on inl<> 
Sla~d form 
7.N. 7 Compare numbers wrincn m sc1cn1ific nolat1nn 
Number Theory 
7.N.8 Find 1hc common faclon and greatest common 
factor or""° or mare numbers 
7.N.9 Determine multiples and least common mul11ple 
of two or more numbers 
7.N.10 Determine the prime factorimoon of a gm::n 
number and wrire in cxponen11ol form 
S111dents wfll undostand mea11ings of opera1ia1is 011d 
praaduru, and bo1<1 tltey rdate ro one 11I1Dther 
Operations 
7.N. 11 Simplify expressions "''"!: order of operot1ons 
·e: Expressions 
include absolulc value arid/or inteb'l'lll exponents 
tcr than O. 
.. l.12 Add. subtrac1. multiply. a!ld di\.'ldc inregers 
7.N.13 Add and subtraCI two integers (with and "'11hout 
the use of a numb« hne) 
7.N.14 Develop a concep1ual understanding of nei;a11ve 
and zero 
exponents wirh a base of len and relate 10 fracli<>n~ and 
decimals (i.e .• 1~2 •.OJ a 1nOOJ 
7.N.15 Recogniz.e and state lhc valueofrhe square root 
of a pcrfecl square (up 10 225) 
7.N.16 Determine the square mo1 ofnon-pcrfea 
squares usini: a calculator 
7.N. 17 Classify irrational numbers as non· 
repeatinglnon-ierminating decimals 
St11dt!nlS will comp111~ acc11rardy and malu! 
ruso11nbht estimates 
Estimation 
7.111.18 Identify 1he rwo consecuti,·c whole numbers 
be:ween which rhe 
square l'OOI of a non·pafcCI square ""hole number less 
1hon 225 lies (with and without 1hc use of a 11111nbcr 
line) 
7 .111.19 Justify the reasonableness of ans~s us•nr. 
esllmalion 
Algebra 
St11dt11ls wiU represent a11d 
anoJ;:e algebrolcally a wiJfe 
variety of problem solving 
sit11ution.s 
Variables ind f.Iprtssion< 
7.A. l Transla1e two-step 
verbal e~prcssions 11110 
aJi:cbrmc cxpressmns 
7.A.2 Add and subtract 
monomials wi1h exponcnls of 
one 
7.A.3 ldenrify a polynomial as 
an algebraic expression 
coo1111.nmg one or more rerms 
St11d«tll.< will ~rform 
(l/g~ltttric prD~l!d1tres 
act11rntrly. 
£qu•ti11ns and lnequalirirs 
7.A.4 Solve inulti-s1ep 
equ.itions by cambimn~ likc 
terms, tising l~e 
distriliuli""' v1op;r1)'. or 
moving variables to one side of 
the 
~qualion 
7_-\.5 Sol"" ODe•Slep 
incqual11ies (positive 
cocOicients only) "nd graph 
the solution SCI on a number 
line 
7.A.6 Evalu"le fonnulas for 
given 1np111 \'.llucs C•urfa::e 
area. mte, and densit) 
problems) 
S111de11ts trill rtcogni;.I, llSI!, 
mid rcpreselll nlgebrnic111/y 
pnllem s, rellllions. anti 
f1mctio11S. 
Pallerns. Rcl•tians. ind 
FunctioM 
1..A. 7 Draw lhc graphic: 
reptesen:otion of a panem 
from an cquution (lr from a 
table of data 
7.A.8 Create algebraic pallems 
using c:hans/tublcs, graphs. 
equations. and expressions 
7.A.9 Builrl a Jlllltem to 
de\'Clop a rule for determining 
rhe sum of the interior angles 
of polygons • 
i.A.10 Write an equa1ion 10: 
represent a func11on from a 
lnblc of values 
Geometry 
SCJ1dents will 11se visunlkation 
and sparilzl TVJSonint IJ1 
annlyr.e chnrttcteristics and 
propertks 
of geometric shapes 
Shnpcs 
7.C.1 Calcula1e 1he radius or 
diameter. ~'lvcn the 
circumference or area of a 
circle 
7.C.2 Calculale the volwne of 
pnsms and cylinders. using a 
{!iven formula and a calculator 
7.C .3 Identify the IWO· 
d1mens•onal shapes 1hal make 
up the fa::es and bases of 1bree-
dimcnsional shapes (prisms. 
cylinders, cones. and 
pyramids) 
7.G.4 De1ermme lhc surface 
aren of prisms and cylinders, 
using a calculator anrl ~ """'ricty 
of methods 
Students will identify n11d 
justify geometric 
re/niianships,formally and 
informally. 
Ceumctric Rtlntionsbips 
7.C.5 identify the riglit angle, 
hypotenuse, and leg5 of a right 
triangle ' ' !· ~ . ' :' , 
7.G.6 ..EXplort Oie' ~lationship 
between the lcngihs of the 
lhrec sides of a-.iight triangle to 
devcl~ the pytJlagorClll · : 
Thcottm' 
1.C.iFind a missing angle 
when given angles of a 
quadnlateral • ., 
7.C.8 Use 1he Jl)'t!lagorcan : 
ThCOfem·to de1cnnine the • 
nnk:nci..m lenitlf Ofit side of a 
right aiangle ·; ' 
7.C.9 oerennine Mietbera 
given triangle i~ a rif1ht triangle 
by applying thePythagorean 
Theorem-and tismg a . 
calculator 
7.A.lO Graph 1he solu11on sci 
of an inequahty OD I number 
line 
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Measurement 
St11dui/s will determine w/111t 
can be measured a11d bow, 
using appropriole meibods 
and formulas. 
Units of Measurement 
7.M.. I Calculate distance 
using a map scale 
7.M..2 Convert capac111cs and 
volumes wi1hin a given 
system 
7.M.3 ldenhfy cus1omary 
and metric units of ITillSS 
7.M.4 Convc11 mass Wllhin a 
b'IVCn sySlem 
7 .M.S Calculate uni! price 
using proportions 
7.M.6 Compare unit prices 
7.M.7 Convert money 
between dtfferenl currencies 
With the use of an exchange 
rateJable and • calculator 
7.M.8 Draw central angles m 
a 1:1vcn code usinl! a 
procractor (circl: graphs 
Tools and Melbuds 
7.M.9 Determine lhc 1001 
and technique to menure 
with an appropriate 
level of precision: mass 
Students will de>Ylop 
strategies for estim11ting 
m~as11r~n1s 
Estimation 
7.M.10 Identify 1hc 
relationships between relatm: 
cnor and magnitude ..-hen 
dealing wnh large numbers 
(i e., money, populahonl 
7.M. 11 Es11mate surfatt 
area 
7.M.12 De1erm1ne personal 
references for customal')I 
/metric umts of mass 
7.M.13 Justify the 
reasonabl~ness of the mass of 
an object 
Statistics and 
Probability 
Scudents will collect, 
orraniu, display, and 
analyze data. 
Collection of Data 
7.S. I Identify and collect 
data using a variety of 
me1hods 
Orcaniution and Display 
of Dua 
7 .S.2 Display data in a 
circle graph 
Analyns of ~ta 
7.S.3 Coovcn raw data inlo 
double bar graphs and 
double line i;raphs 
7.S.4 Calcula1e the range 
for a given set of data 
7.S.5 Selcct lhc appropriate 
measure or central 1endency 
7.S.6 Read and 
imel]>fd data represented 
graphically (pictograph, bar 
gi-aph, histogram, hnc 
graph, double line/bar 
graphs or circle graph) 
SCUdtmts wlll mal<L 
predictiJms fhat arr l>osed 
11po11 datll analysis. 
Predictions of Data 
7.S.7 ldcntify and explain 
misleading statistics and 
graphs 
StudnJJ:s will u11dustJJ11d 
and apply concepts of 
probability. 
Probability 
7.S.8 Interpret data IO 
provide the basis for 
predictions and to ~blisb 
experimental probabiliries 
1.S.9 Determine the validity 
of sampling methods to 
predict oulcomes 
7 .S.10 Predict the outcome 
of experiments 
7.S.11 Design and conduCI 
an el<pcrimcnt to test 
pred ic1 ions 
7.S.11 Compare aclUDI 
results ro predicted results 
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Appendix C 
Math & Science Guide to Integration 
(Integers -operations with positive and negatives) 
2006 (9/11-10/19) 
Note: We are looking to add more days to this next year 
- -
Science Math 
-
(6.G.10) Identify and plot points in all four 
quadrants 
(7.N.l) Number System (counting/natural, 
whole, integers, rational, and irrational #'s) 
(7.N.2) Recognize the difference between 
rational and irrational 
(7 .N.3) Place rational and irrational 
numbers on a number line and rationalize 
the placement of the numbers 
(6.N.13) Define absolute value and 
determine the absolute value of rational 
numbers (include positive and negative 
numbers) 
(6.N.14) Locate rational numbers on a 
- number line 
(6.N.15) Order rational numbers 
(7.N.5) Write numbers in scientific 
notation 
(7.N.6) Translate numbers from scientific 
notation into standard form 
(7.N.7) Compare numbers in scientific 
notation 
(7.N.8) Find the common factors and 
greatest common factor of 2 or more 
numbers 
(7.N.9) Determine multiples and least 
common multiples of 2 or more numbers 
(7.N.l 0) Determine the prime factorization 
of a given number and write in exponential 
form 
(7 .N.11) Simplify expressions using order 
of operations. Expressions may include 
absolute value and integral exponents 
greater than 0. 
(7.N.12) Add, subtract, multiply, and 
divide integers 
(7.N.13) Add and subtract two 
integers(with and without the use of a 
number line) 
(7 .N.14) Develop a conceptual 
understanding of negative and zero 
-
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fractions and decimals 
(7.A.5) Solve one steo ineaualities 
(7.G.10) Graph the solution set of an 
inequality (positive coefficients only) on a 
number line 
(6.S.5) Determine the mean, mode, and 
median for a given set of data 
(7.S.5) Select the appropriate measure of 
central tendency 
(6.S.6) Determine the range for a given set 
of data 
-(6.N.25) Evaluate expressions having 
exponents where the power is an exponent 
of 1 ,2, or 3 
Review of percent of a number and sales 
tax 
Operations with decimals 
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Equations 
2006 (10/20 - 10/31) 
Science Math 
(6.A.1) Translating two-step verbal 
expressions into algebraic expressions 
(6.A.2) Use substitution to evaluate 
algebraic expressions. 
(6.A.3) Translate two-step verbal sentences 
into algebraic equations 
(6.A.4) Solve and explain two-step 
equations involving whole numbers using 
inverse operations 
(7 .A.5) Solve one step inequalities 
(7.G.10) Graph the solution set of an 
inequality (positive coefficients only) on a 
number line 
(7 .A. I) Translate two step verbal 
expressions irito algebraic exuressions 
(7.G. l ) Calculate the radius or diameter 
given the circumference or area of a circle 
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Filling and Wrapping 
(Surface Area and Volume) 
2006 (11/1 - 12/13) 
Science Math 
(6.G.4) Determine the volume of 
rectangular prisms by counting cubes and 
develop the formula 
(6.M.1) Measure capacity and calculate 
volume of a rectangular prism 
(7.N.15) Recognize an_d~state the value of 
the square root of a perfect square (up to 
225) 
(7 .N .16) Detennine the square root of non-
perfect squares using a calculator 
(7.N.18) Identify the two consecutive 
whole numbers between which the square 
root of a non-perfect square whole number 
less than 225 lies (with and without the use 
of a number line) 
(7.G.2) Calculate the volume of prisms and 
cylinders using a given formula and a 
calculator 
(7.G.3) Identify the two dimensional 
shapes that make up the faces and bases of 
3-D shapes (prisms, cylinders, cones, and 
pyramids) 
(7.G.4) Determine the surface area of 
prisms and cylinders using a calculator and 
a variety of methods 
(7 .M.1 1) Estimate surface area 
Place Value 
Rounding 
Review of solving equations (give the 
volume and find a missing measurement) 
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Stretching and Shrinking 
(Scale Factor/Similar Figures/Ratios/Proportions) 
2006 (12/14 - 1/30) 
Science Math 
Density (ratios, same SF will create similar (6.A5) Solve simple proportions within 
figures with the same density) context 
(6.G.11) Calculate the area of basic 
polygons drawn on a coordinate plane 
(rectangles and shapes composed of 
rectangles having sides with integer 
lengths) 
(7 .A. l) Translate two-step verbal 
expressions into algebraic expressions 
(7 .M. l) Calculate distance using a map 
(8.G.10) Draw the image of a figure under 
a translation 
(8.G.11) Draw the image of a figure under 
a dilation 
Determine the characteristics that make 
two objects similar (same angles, scale 
factors, .... ) 
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Comparing and Scaling 
(Proportions I Ratel Ratios) 
2006 (1/31 - 2/16) 
Science Math 
(6.A.5) Solve simple proportions within 
context 
(7 .M.1) Calculate distance using a map 
(6.G.8) Calculate the area of a sector of a 
circle, given the measure of a central angle 
and the radius of the circle. 
(7 .M.2) Covert capacities and volumes 
within a given system 
(7 .M.3) Identify customary and metric 
units of mass 
(7.M.4) Convert mass within a given 
system 
(7.M.5) Calculate unit price using 
proportions 
(7.M.6) Compare unit price 
(7 .M. 7) Convert money between different 
currencies with the use of an exchange rate 
table and a calculator 
(7.M.9) Determine the tool and technique 
to measure with an appropriate level of 
precision (mass) 
(7 .M.12) Determine personal references for 
customary/metric units of mass 
(7.M.13) Justify the reasonableness of the 
mass of an object 
Write an explanation for a counterintuitive 
situation where percents of a group add up 
to more than 100% 
Rates, Ratios 
Predict costs of another quantity of the 
same item using proportional reasoning or 
predict outcomes that are not in a rate table 
based on the info. that is there 
Converting decimals I fractions I percents 
(part to part vs. part to whole) 
"What percent of the class are girls?'' 
Rounding and long division 
Deciding when to use percent, difference, 
or a ratio comparison 
Scaling ratios up and down 
(7.M.8) Draw central angles in a given 
circle using a protractor (circle graphs) 
N t o e: 2 
Genetics 
What Do You Expect? 
(Probability) 
2006 (2/26 - 4/24) 
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Science Math 
(6.S.9) List possible outcomes for 
compound events 
(6.S.10) Determine the probability of 
dependent events 
(6.S.11) Determine the number of possible 
outcomes for a compound event by ·using 
the fundamental counting principle and use 
this to determine the probabilities of events 
when the outcomes have equal probability 
(7 .S. l) Identify and collect data using a 
variety of methods 
(7.S.2) Display data in a circle graph 
Review of other graphs (bar, line, 
pictograph, histogram ..... ) 
(7 .S.9) Determine the validity of sampling 
methods to predict outcomes 
(7.S.8) Interpret data to provide the basis 
for predictions and to establish 
experimental probabilities 
(7.S. 10) Predict the outcome of 
experiments 
(7.S.1 1) Design and conduct an experiment 
to test predictions 
(7.S.12) Compare actual results to 
predicted results 
(7.S.7) Identify and explain misleading 
stats and graphs 
Find the theoretical and/or experimental 
probabilities of an event 
Use an area model to find the probability of 
dependent events 
Use a variety of strategies to find 
probabilities of indenendent events 
Calculate the expected value of a given 
situation 
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Moving Straight Ahead 
(Linear Relationships) 
2006 ( 4/25 - 6/15) 
Science Math 
(6.A.4) Solve and explain two step 
equations involving whole numbers using 
inverse operations 
(7 .A.1) Translate two step verbal 
expressions into algebraic expressions 
(7 .A. 7) Draw the graphic representation of 
a pattern from an equation or a table of data 
(7.A.8) Create algebraic patterns using 
charts or tables, graphs, equations, and 
expressions 
(7 .A.10) Write an equation to represent a 
function from a table of values 
(8.A.2) Write verbal expressions that match 
given mathematical expressions 
(8.A.3) Describe a situation involving 
relationships that matches a given graph 
(8.A.4) Create a graph given a description 
or an expression for a situation involving a 
linear or non-linear relationship 
(8.A.16) Find a set of ordered pairs to 
satisfy a given linear numerical pattern 
(expressed algebraically); then plot the 
ordered pairs and draw the line 
(8.A.17) Define and use correct 
terminology when referring to function 
(domain and range) 
(8.A.19) Interpret multiple representations 
using equations, table of values, and graphs 
(8.G.13) Determine the slope of a line from 
a graph and explain the meaning of slope as 
a constant rate of change 
(8.G.14) Determine they-intercept of a line 
from a graph and be able to explain the y-
intercept 
(8.G.15) Graph a line using a table of 
values 
(8. G.16) Determine the equation of a line 
given the slope and y-intercept 
(8.G.17) Graph a line from an equation in 
slope-intercept form (y=mx+b) 
(8.G.18) Solve systems of equations 
graphically (only linear, integral solutions, 
y=mx+b format, no vertical/horizontal 
1=- __ , 
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(8.G.20) Distinguish between linear and 
non-linear equations ax 2 +bx+ c; a= 1 
(only graphically) 
(7.G.10) Graph the solution set of an 
inequality (positive coefficients only) 
Predict values from patterns 
Science 
Measurment 
Mass 
Properties of Matter 
1st Unit Fall Quarter 1 
8 weeks 
Volume - liquid, irregular shape, box, 
cube, rectangle 
Density and ratios 
Length 
Rounding to the nearest tenth 
Line graphs 
Solubility 
Separating a mixture 
Metric conversion (basic)- solid, liquid, 
gas 
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Math 
Matter/Classifying/Periodic Table 
End of Quarter 1 
2 weeks in 2008 
Science Math 
Periodic table - bow to read, element, 
compound 
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Science 
Physical changes 
Phase changes: 
Graphing a line 
Interpolate? 
Extraoolate? 
Chemical changes: 
Rate of reaction 
Chemistry 
Early 2 nd Quarter 
4 weeks 
Human Body 
Math 
End of 2 nd Quarter - 3 rd Quarter 
Science Math 
Part I - Movement: 
Skeletal-operation? 
Muscular - muscle fatigue lab , bar 
graphing 
Nervous - reaction time 
Part II - Homeostasis: 
Digestive- surface area? 
Respiratory - measurement and lung 
capacity? 
Circulatory - measure heartbeat, pulse? 
Excretory 
Endocrine 
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Genetics 
Science Math 
Cell - exponential growth 
Mitosis and Meiosis 
Chromosomes, DNA, genes 
Genotype/Phenotype 
Punnett sauares I probability 
Pedigree charts 
Genetic emrineering (counseling, cloning) 
Science 
Variation I Mutation 
Genetic engineering 
Selective breeding 
Adaptation 
Natural selection 
Evolution (timelines) 
Extinction 
Fossils 
Evolution 
Quarter 4 
Last 8 weeks 
Math 
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Appendix D 
Evidence of Understanding 
Form A 
Name 
---------C 1 ass 
-----
Date 
-----
Evidence of 
Understanding: 
Scale Factors & 
Density Form A 
Directions: Answer the following multiple choice questions. 
1) Density is: 2) Mass is: 
a) The amount of space in an object. a) The amount of space in an object. 
b) The amount of matter in an object. b) The amount of matter in an object. 
c) The ratio of mass to volume. c) The ratio of mass to volume. 
3) Volume is: 4) The volume of a centimeter unit cube 
is: 
a) The amount of space in an object. 
a) 3 cm 3 
b) The area of the entire object. 
b) 2 cm 3 
c) The ratio of mass to volume. 
c) 1 cm 3 
5) If the image of a cube was produced 6) The face of a cube has an area of 25 
by a scale factor of 3 then: cm 2 • What would the area of the 
image's face be if it is enlarged by a 
a) Only the length and width would scale factor of 2? 
change by a factor of 3. 
a) The area of the face would be 4 
b) Only the length would change by a times larger. 
factor of 3. 
b) The area of the face would be 2 
d) The length, width, and height would times larger. 
change by a factor of the 3. 
c) The area of the face would be t the 
nrin innl'.s area. 
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7) A cube with a volume of 8 cm 3 is 8) If the mass of an object increases 
transf armed by a scale factor of or decreases by the same ratio as 
0 .5 cm. Describe what would happen the volume increases or decreases, 
to the following: the density wil l: 
a.) Increase 
b.) Decrease 
a) Volume: c.) Remain the same 
b) Mass: 
c) Density: 
BONUS BONUS 
9) If the volume of an object stays the 10) If the mass of an object stays the 
same, but the mass of the object same, but the volume of the object 
increases, t he density will: increases, the density of an object will: 
a) Increase a) Increase 
b) Decrease b) Decrease 
c) Remain the same c) Remain the same 
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Appendix E 
Name. ________ _ Evidence of Understanding FormB 
Date ____ _ 
Evidence of 
Understanding: 
Class ____ _ 
Directions: Answer the following multiple choice quest ions. 
Scale factors & 
Density Form B 
1) Mass is: 2) Volume is: 
a) The amount of space in an object. a) The amount of space in an object . 
b) The amount of matter in an object. b) The amount of matter in on object. 
c) The ratio of mass to volume. c) The ratio of mass to volume. 
3) Density is: 4) The volume of a centimeter unit cube 
is: 
a) The amount of space in an object. 
a) 3 cm 3 
b) The area of the entire object. 
b) 2 cm 3 
c) The ratio of mass to volume. 
c) lcm 3 
5) If the image of a cube was produced 6) The face of a cube ·has an area of 36 
by a scale factor of 7 then: cm 2 • The area of the image's face is 
reduced by a scale factor of 0.5. 
a) Only the length and width would What is the relationship of the area 
change by a factor of 7. of the original to it's image? (You 
may want to draw a picture!) 
b) Only the length would change by a 
a) The area of the image would be factor of 7 . 
.!._ the area of the or igina l. 
4 
d) The length, width, and height would 
change by a factor of the 7. b) The area of t he image would be 2 
t imes larger than the area of the 
original. 
c) The area of the image would bet 
the original's area. 
7) A cube with an edge equal to 3 cm is 
enlarged by a scale fact or of 2. 
Describe what would happen to the 
following: 
a) Volume: 
b) Mass: 
c) Density: 
BONUS 
9) If the volume of an object stays t he 
same, but t he mass of t he object 
increases, the density will: 
a) Increase 
b) Decrease 
c) Remain the same 
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8) I f the mass of an object increases 
or decreases by the same rat io as 
t he volume increases or decreases, 
the density wil l: 
a.) Increase 
b.) Decrease 
c.) Remain the same 
BONUS 
10) I f the mass of an object stays t he 
same, but the volume of t he object 
increases, the density of an object wi ll: 
a) I ncrease 
b) Decrease 
c) Remain the same 
Integration 78 
Appendix F 
Density Lab 
Directions: Using centimeter cubes, create the desired object. Then, find 
the mass using the scale and calculate the volume and density. After your 
chart is complete, please answer the reflection questions on the other side 
of this paper. 
Object Mass (g) Volume (cm 3) Density 
( Mass (g) ) 
Volume (cm3 ) 
A.) 
Original: 
1 cm Cube g cm 3 g/cm 3 
B.) 
Enlarge your 
original by a scale 
factor of 2 
C.) 
Enlarge your 
original by a scale 
factor of 3 
D.) 
Enlarge your 
original by a scale 
factor of 4 
E.) 
Shrink your cube 
from step D by a 
1 
scale factor of -
2 
F.) 
Predict the mass, 
volume, and 
density if you 
enlarge your 
original by a scale 
1.) What did you notice about the density of each object? Tntegration 79 
2.) Why do you think this happened? 
3.) How will you know whether a scale factor will enlarge or s hrink an 
object? 
4.) Think back to when you created each object. What happened to the 
area of a face when you multiplied by a given scale factor? What 
pattern did you notice? 
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